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Executive Summary 
 
 The feasibility of crowdfunding equity for small to medium sized real estate 
developments with an online model was researched under the premise that a large, 
mostly untapped investor base exists amongst unaccredited investors, namely those 
who earn less than $200,000 per year or whose wealth is less than $1 million.  The 
effectiveness of such a model may hinge on new crowdfunding legislation that is 
being written at the time of this study by the SEC per the JOBS Act of 2012.   
 A 10-question survey with multiple answer choices was conducted over a 
two-month period with 113 total respondents.  The primary intent of the survey 
was to measure the difference in attitudes towards real estate investing through an 
online crowdfunding platform between unaccredited and accredited investors.  
Questions also concerned individuals’ expected investment amounts in the near and 
long term, along with a study of existing real estate assets, investor savviness, and 
perspectives on local, community investment. 
 It was determined that an online equity crowdfunding model is feasible in 
general terms, especially for projects of less than $500,000 in equity needs if only 
small, unaccredited investors fund the project, and likely for projects of up to $1 
million in equity requirements if some large amounts are contributed by accredited 
investors as well.  It is recommended that a company using such a model focus on 
many small, infill-type developments, especially single-family home and multifamily 
developments (market conditions permitting).  This will allow for diversification 
among different markets and asset classes both for the developer and the investor, 
more importantly allowing for increased investment by unaccredited investors 
across several projects as the pending SEC crowdfunding rules will limit maximum 
investment amounts by unaccredited investors only on a per-project basis.  A 
greater number of projects in process at the same time will also help account for 
possible lower margins on small projects. 
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Chapter 1:  Project Proposal 

Introduction and Purpose 

 This project was conducted to determine the feasibility of an equity 

crowdfunding model used to fund real estate development projects and the funding 

strategy most suitable for small to medium sized developments.  An emphasis was 

placed on the hypothesis that a large, mostly untapped investor market exists 

among those who wish to invest in real estate but are “unaccredited” and generally 

too small to invest a sum large enough to work alone or in a small partnership.  I 

believed a funding strategy could be constructed that that would capitalize on the 

“pent up” demand in this investor base for diversification into real estate and serve 

as an investment income source.   

A corollary to this notion is that targeting smaller investors may go hand in 

hand with my goal of pursuing smaller projects, as I see the future of real estate 

development in highly developed urban and suburban areas (especially in my home 

market of San Diego County) to be infill developments and redevelopment of 

existing properties as opposed to large, master planned communities that are 

becoming objects of the past in many cities.  This is not only due to the increasing 

scarcity of large plots of land (in urban and suburban markets like San Diego) but 

also a result of trends in public agency rulings and zoning laws toward clustering in 

higher density urban settings whereas more rural areas are left as open space or 

down-zoned to lower density housing. 

 Another reason to stay in the smaller development space is the efficiency or 

velocity that can be achieved.  Larger projects often yield much larger profits as a 
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percentage of time, effort, and money invested, but they also require much larger 

capital investments and usually longer holding periods, bearing more risk in terms 

of time.  Larger capital requirements usually entail wasteful time spent jumping 

through hoops to navigate burdensome securities filing rules; that is, more wasteful 

than a similarly profitable enterprise that does not have to abide by these rules, 

hence an impetus for this equity crowdfunding model.   

One would also be competing with large, established, well-capitalized firms 

for larger development opportunities.  In other words, why not strive to be a big fish 

in a little pond instead, developing smaller projects1 at a faster rate, thus achieving 

profitability through more volume despite possibly smaller margins per project?  

Additionally, larger projects are more likely to be in the public eye, which makes 

them more vulnerable to litigation and obstruction from various small-interest 

groups, which in turn pressures public agencies into voting down the project or 

requiring more stringent conditions of approval2 than smaller projects that may “fly 

under the radar” of outside groups and only be a concern of the immediate 

community.3   

Lastly, with passage of the JOBS Act in 2012, firms will be able to raise small 

amounts of capital from unaccredited investors if the companies meet certain 

requirements with regard to company size, capital raised per year, etc.4  This may be 

                                                      
1 Relatively speaking, of course, so let’s say less than $5 million in total costs of development in most 
cases, and certainly less than $10 million, yet often less than $2 million and possibly much less than 
that if real small investors turn out to be a viable investment source. 
2 Conditions of approval refers to certain actions that must be taken by the developer such as offsite 
improvements to public streets or parks, or environmental mitigation, in order to obtain approval of 
the development by public agencies. 
3 …as is proper anyway, in my opinion. 
4 The SEC is writing the rules and expects to put the law into effect in 2013. 
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the real kicker that may not only spawn innovation and entrepreneurship in general, 

but make it possible to achieve an efficient capital raising process for small to medium 

real estate development projects combined with the equity crowdfunding strategy 

researched and developed herein.  It will create more competition in the small 

development market, but that just creates a need for differentiation.5 

 Thus, I conducted this research to determine receptiveness to a new 

crowdfunding model amongst different investor types and sizes.  This would hopefully 

allow me to specify what kind of real estate developments to pursue, at what value 

and size, and what investors to target with the investment opportunities.  Would I 

determine that large, accredited investors were still the most practical source of 

capital regardless of the project type and size?  Would I find out that there are a 

large number of potential investors with only small sums available to invest, but the 

idea of a 20-lot residential subdivision in an unfamiliar community was perceived as 

too risky an investment compared to the small, yet familiar retail spot down the 

street ripe for redevelopment?  Market conditions and the competitive advantages 

of the development firm using this model may also dictate which project types and 

markets to target, but the goal was to blend this with the apparent wants, needs, and 

receptiveness to the model of various investor types.  Thus, my research will 

hypothetically allow the firm to know what types of investors to pursue with a 

targeted marketing approach and about how many will potentially have to be 

reached based on the project type it intends to develop. 

                                                      
5 The need for differentiation in various parts of this study, but is not a primary focus of the research. 
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 It is worth noting here that differentiation is not necessarily an issue of this 

thesis because differentiation from competitors will be based on other aspects of the 

company and even the chosen projects themselves.  This crowdfunding model will 

provide a competitive advantage in terms of allowing more time for development 

and acquisition of properties only until other companies realize they can easily 

develop similar crowdfunding platforms, at least that is what I predict.  Hopefully 

others will use my ideas here to create value for their own companies and 

communities.  Differentiation and competitive advantages will come from 

elsewhere, though; such as first-to-market, better team, better internal abilities, etc. 

 My primary goal, therefore, was to create an investment model for funding 

small to medium sized real estate projects that constituted a more efficient capital 

raising process than the traditional “knocking on doors” and investment offering 

approach to wealthy, accredited investors; at the same time hopefully offering an 

opportunity for small investors to make significant returns on their small sums and 

hold real estate investments of their own.  The potential multiplier effect of such 

wealth creation amongst smaller investors earlier in life could be unprecedented.  

Secondly, the purpose of this research was to determine and discover an alternative, 

yet more efficient and profitable funding model than a publicly traded company, 

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), or another heavily regulated company form; 

assuming this new crowdfunding model would avoid the hindrance of such 

regulations (or at least more so) and is scalable to the point where such possibilities 

are options. 
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 I collected data from a cross section of the American adult populace plus a 

few outliers, basically anyone who might consider investing in real estate, through a 

series of research questions.  I organized the data into charts to identify correlations 

between investor types and project types and sizes.  In so doing, I was able to 

ascertain what sorts of projects to pursue with this model and whom to target as 

investors. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

 The problem is simply that small firms developing small to medium sized 

real estate projects usually have to spend too much time and money on equity 

sources; unless, of course, the firm already has lots of cash and/or connections 

through family, friends, and networking to fast, affordable capital sources.  Imagine, 

however, if any of these companies, even the ones with established and reliable 

funding sources, had a capital raising process that was cheaper, faster, and easier 

(or just one of those three) than any method currently used.6  That is what I wish to 

develop.  My hope is to streamline the process, ancillary benefits of the 

crowdfunding model being an opportunity for more people to become real estate 

investors, hopefully investing locally in their communities; let alone providing not 

only greater profitability to the developer but also the possibility of quicker project 

turnover for increased sales volume. 

 History and Background of the Problem:  The idea for this new investment 

channel was born out of: 

                                                      
6 Assuming that the firm has to raise capital in the first place.  Although most firms, of any size, will 
leverage and raise equity to tackle more projects or larger ones. 
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• Frustration with raising capital from high net worth investors to little avail in a 

weak economy,7 

• The want to be nimble, quick, and efficient;8 

• The desire to create this investment vehicle for smaller investors to earn high 

returns and have a greater opportunity to invest in real estate,  

• A need to raise capital quickly or have it on hand to pounce on potentially 

profitable projects,  

• And a desire to remain privately held and “under the radar” so we have more 

freedom to operate profitably, which goes hand-in-hand with being nimble and 

able to quickly adjust strategy to changing market conditions or new 

opportunities as they arise.       

Specifically, I was frustrated with the inordinate amount of effort spent raising 

capital for real estate projects of less than $10 million in total development costs 

(sometimes much less), the small to medium sized project space which my own real 

estate firm generally targets.  As a small firm, it is cost and time prohibitive to 

explore most9 forms of public offering filings on small projects with small 

placements because of fees and waiting periods involved with registering and 

complying with the SEC.  In other words, when acquisition and development costs 

are smaller and profits are accordingly smaller per project, it still makes sense to 

                                                      
7 Note how downturns in the economy can spark entrepreneurship and innovation. 
8 Avoiding regulation and remaining small were assumed to be essential to this theory, but may not 
be true in reality. 
9 There are some small offerings options under certain SEC rules such as Regulation A and Regulation 
D of Section 504 that allow limited investment in small businesses.  Options such as these may be 
used in lieu of or in combination with this crowdfunding model if/when I bring it to market.  Some 
further discussion on this topic can be found in the Literature Review, Ch. 2. 
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privately reach out to high net worth, accredited individuals and costly private 

lenders for efficiency’s sake; rather than take the time to register with the SEC to 

make investment offerings to the general public.  We essentially have these two 

options,10 broad as they are, to raise capital for small to medium sized real estate 

projects.  Thus, it became my goal to explore crowdfunding as a funding strategy 

and determine the most feasible model.  I am certainly not the only one exploring 

such opportunities.11 

 Importance of the Problem:  The importance of the problem is exhibited in 

the sheer number of firms attempting some method of combining the success of 

crowdfunding in the charity/rewards world12 with real estate development.  A short 

list of crowdfunding’s “latest invasion” into real estate includes: Fundrise, Realty 

Mogul, RealtyShares, Collaperty, and PrimarQ.13  Each firm presents a different 

method of crowdfunding real estate investments through online channels.  Fundrise 

raises funds for individual projects, much like the model I am exploring.  Collaperty 

does not develop or invest in any real estate itself, but has created a social network 

for project sponsors (developers and property owners) to connect with potential 

investors.  Collaperty’s website states they have 1,004 members, 14 deals, and over 

$28M in equity being raised as of July 24, 2013; and only accredited investors are 

currently allowed to view and invest in projects through the website per existing 

SEC rules.  Realty Mogul and Realty Shares also connect accredited investors with 

                                                      
10 SEC registration for public offering or private placements with accredited investors - there are of 
course more options, but my goal here is to explore crowdfunding as an alternate funding method. 
11 Further discussion can be found in Ch. 2, Literature Review. 
12 E.g. Kickstarter.com 
13 http://www.forbes.com/sites/groupthink/2013/04/19/crowdfundings-latest-invasion-real-
estate/ 
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“pre-vetted” investment opportunities.  PrimarQ represents a different tact, offering 

investments in the equity of individuals’ homes, thus helping consumers buy 

homes.14 

 The one thing that most of these real estate crowdfunding platforms lack is 

an expertise in development.  The company profiles generally consist of “techies” 

who know how to create web businesses or finance types who are basically 

performing brokerage duties.  I hope to bypass the need for an intermediary taking 

a piece of the pie, creating a channel for direct investment into projects.  I would 

differentiate from the sponsors posting deals on these networks while creating my 

own network.  If anything, my model would look much more like Fundrise than 

these other examples.  Since we (my company) are developers, investors are 

investing in us almost as much in the real estate, because we create value rather 

than just making an investment and in a way hoping for the best.  This reduces risk. 

 In the Literature Review, Chapter 2, I will discuss in detail the magnitude of 

the opportunity that crowdfunding presents; in other words, the scale of the 

“problem” crowdfunding can solve for real estate investment. 

 

Delimitations 

 I garnered responses from individuals I could reach through my network, 

which mostly consists of working professionals in their 20’s and 30’s in southern 

California.  That presents an initial limitation of my study, but for my personal 

purposes it is fine because these are the first people I would reach out to.  I collected 

                                                      
14 Any of these companies can be found through an online search. 
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enough responses to draw conclusions from both unaccrediteds and accrediteds, 

but it would have been valuable to collect more data, especially from accredited 

investors.  The best data I have may be from unaccredited investors, in terms of 

sample size and a representative cross section.  This is all right, because the most 

important component of the study is to discover receptiveness from unaccredited 

investors to see if there really is an “untapped investor market” amongst 

unaccrediteds.   

 It is important to note the ever-changing dynamics of the economy as well.  

This data was collected at the beginning of what looks to be a slow recovery period 

just after a deep and long recession, caused by a bust in a housing bubble. The 

economic situation is still feeble and the real estate market has mixed reviews.  

Many were burned by their real estate investments, while many still believe real 

estate is a great investment choice (no need to look further than my data to prove 

this).  I know that many in and around the industry see that residential real estate is 

booming, in a way, and many commercial real estate sectors are mending along with 

the overall economy.  I speak only in general terms here, but the point is that 

confidence in real estate is currently mixed, so that should be taken into 

consideration when analyzing the results.  My data does show greater confidence in 

real estate investments over the next two to five years versus over the next year.  

This suggests confidence in real estate in general terms and a belief that the 

economy will heal over the next few years. 
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Assumptions 

• The sample is random and distributed normally, thus a margin of error can be 

calculated using a 95% confidence level as described further in the Methodology, 

Chapter 3. 

• A 95% confidence level is used in most cases as it is a generally accepted 

measurement. 

• Accredited investors were assumed to have a net worth over $1,000,000 or 

current annual salary over $200,000.  There are some criteria that can qualify an 

individual as an accredited investor, for instance knowing the investment 

sponsor, but for the purposes of this study this distinction suffices. 

 

Premise 

 I expect to find that crowdfunding equity for real estate development 

projects will be feasible, especially with a combination of some large, accredited 

investors with many unaccredited investors.  Small projects that can be funded with 

enough debt to require only small equity amounts of say $200,000-$500,000 may be 

able to reach those equity needs with only unaccredited investors for certain project 

types.  Given the likelihood of the JOBS Act SEC rulings limiting unaccredited 

investments to $5,000 maximum,15 I predict that a high volume of smaller projects 

will have to be pursued to profitably raise funds from mostly unaccredited 

investors.  This is theoretically possible if unaccrediteds show a desire to invest 

                                                      
15 The rulings are coming throughout the latter half of 2013 and possibly early 2014. 
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even ten, fifteen, or twenty thousand more than the $5,000 maximum in certain 

projects as they may be willing to invest separate $5,000 investments in several 

different projects.16  I also expect that projects that sound familiar or make more 

sense to unaccrediteds will show the highest receptivity to investment, assuming 

accredited investors are generally savvier in real estate. 

 The bottom line is that I expect an equity crowdfunding model for real estate 

developments to be feasible for some project types of certain sizes, but I will have to 

sift through my data to figure out the best investor types to pursue for different 

project types. 

 

Research Questions 

 Since it looked like the real estate crowdfunding idea itself would be 

successful, the key was to research how best to execute the real estate crowdfunding 

platform, not whether real estate crowdfunding in general would work.  After 

determining my investor base (maybe different for different projects), I needed to 

determine in what they want to invest.  Those will theoretically be the projects we 

pursue and tie up for equity raising on this website/platform.  It is likely that the 

general model itself will work once the JOBS Act rulings are written by the SEC, so I 

had to develop the best course of execution.  It is still critical to have a good 

company, product, service, etc.; but this research was designed to figure out the best 

way to fuse the company with the crowdfunding platform idea.  This was the 

impetus for the research questions in the following survey: 

                                                      
16 How I arrive at this $5,000 value is explained in the “Statistical Results and Discussion” section of 
Chapter 4. 
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“The following questions will be used to gather data for a Masters in Business 
Administration thesis project.   
 
The goal of this research is to determine receptiveness to an online equity-
crowdfunding model as a method of raising investment funds for real estate 
projects.  You can think of “crowdfunding” as the model used by popular websites 
such as Kickstarter.com, in which a project profile is created on the website that 
people can click to invest money in a project.  In this case the investor would 
receive an equity stake in the real estate project and a share of the profits by 
investing directly through the developer's online platform.  The model might also 
be compared to buying stocks through E*trade or TD Ameritrade online.  It would 
be a new way for investors large or small to invest in real estate for significant 
returns. 
 
Your thoughtful answers are very much appreciated.  If you do not know how 
you'd answer a question, just skip it.  Thank you very much!” 

 
1.  What is your annual income level? 

2.  What is your current net worth? (An estimate is fine) 

3.  What is your age? 

4.  What is the extent of your real estate investments, whether owned partially or in 

full? (Choose all that apply) 

5.  How likely are you to: 

 Invest in real estate this year.? 

 Invest in real estate over the next 2-5 years.? 

6.  How much of your own money do you expect to invest in: 

 residential real estate over the next year? 

 residential real estate over the next 2-5 years? 

 commercial real estate over the next year? 

 commercial real estate over the next 2-5 years? 

7.  Over the next 1-3 years, how likely might you be to invest: 
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 directly into real estate projects through an online platform? (were the 

 option available) 

 in stocks or bonds through an online platform? (e.g. E*Trade, Scottrade, TD 

 Ameritrade) 

 in something other than stocks and bonds? 

8.  Assuming this online real estate investing platform is available, how much of 

your own money are you willing and able to invest in the following project types…? 

9.  Does investing locally matter to you?  How likely are you to invest in a real estate 

project if it is…?   

10.  Please check each term that you can honestly define… 

 

See Appendix G for an entire list of answer choices to each question. 

 

Evaluation Objectives 

 When deciding what questions to ask, one must determine the most 

important information needed.  In other words, what information did my research 

need to provide to make a decision as to whether this model was worth putting into 

practice?  Generally speaking, the purpose of this project was to develop a strategic 

plan for a real estate development firm using an online crowdfunding platform to 

raise equity funds for various projects.  My goal was not a business-plan-like thesis 

with specifics about ROI projections, profit projections, etc.  I figured such a study 

would need to focus on specific investment types, e.g. “multifamily developments 

over 50 units” versus “small urban retail”, having very different financing 
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requirements and intricacies of their own.  The same investor may possibly be 

interested in each of these examples, but it may not feasible to crowdfund small 

investors for one while it is for the other.  I therefore sought to: 

 Evaluation Objective #1:  Determine what types of projects to pursue, if any 

in particular, with an online crowdfunding model. 

 Evaluation Objective #2:  Determine which types of investors to target for 

those different project types. 

Were this model, however it turns out in reality, put into practice, effective 

implementation will no doubt be a key factor, as anyone who has studied or 

experienced the creation of new business units will tell you.  Such implementation 

would in theory also by steered by my conclusions (see Chapter 5).  Rather, the 

purpose of this study is to develop a multifaceted strategy, more a compilation of 

funding strategies each of which can be successfully applied to different investment 

scenarios in real estate development depending on the scope, type, location, etc. of the 

opportunity.  My conclusions will hopefully determine which types of investors to 

target with different investment opportunities, saving time and money by 

preventing the need to mass market or tediously pursue individual investors and 

partners. 

 

Developmental Objectives 

 Using a random a sample as possible with the 10 research questions listed 

above, the objective was to reach enough respondents to attain useable data, 

especially as I intended to break down and analyze subgroups of fewer respondents.  
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The data was then studied, focusing on any apparent correlations that may lead to 

certain filtering of the data by certain answer choices to see what conclusions could 

be drawn as to receptivity by different investor types to different investment types 

using an online equity crowdfunding model. 

 

Participants  

Drew A. Lambert, Researcher: 

 Drew’s Masters in Business Administration studies at the Fermanian School 

of Business at Point Loma Nazarene University emphasized entrepreneurship and 

business strategy.  He received his undergraduate degrees from the University of 

California, San Diego ('07) where he double majored in three years, earning a 

Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics (emphasis in Business/Finance), and a 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Human Biology.  After completing his undergraduate 

studies, working another summer season as a lifeguard, and traveling through 

Europe for 5 weeks; Drew worked in financial planning briefly and decided to join 

his father's engineering and development company (A. Lambert & Associates) in 

early 2008 as an assistant project manager.  Drew concluded it was time to pursue 

real estate development and take advantage of the market in early 2009, which led 

him to establish DJR Companies with his father.  DJR Companies is a real estate 

development and project management firm specializing in repositioning 

undervalued real estate, creating value often times where others have failed or 

looked over.  Many of DJR’s competitive advantages lie in land use knowledge and 

overall project management capabilities.  Drew is also a Consultant for Meyers LLC, 
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a real estate advisory providing research, analysis, and consulting to national and 

local homebuilders, developers, and financial institutions. 

 Drew's experience in real estate development has provided him with 

diversified experience in many sectors of the industry.  He spends much of his time 

researching market trends in real estate and studying the history of real estate as an 

asset class.  He has been fascinated by the difficulty in modeling real estate 

investment, especially in today's seemingly up-side-down world, a result of the 

Internet Age.   In his continuous effort to model real estate, Drew has developed his 

own forecasts for residential and commercial real estate in San Diego County, plus 

several quantitative models including a multivariate regression analysis of median 

home prices in San Diego County based on various economic indicators.  This 

inquisitiveness and desire for innovation were driving forces in his determination to 

develop a new investment model for real estate development.   

 Drew is an Eagle Scout, maintains membership with the United States 

Lifesaving Association and the Solana Beach Lifeguard Association, and will be 

getting married in October, 2013. 

 

Andy Lambert, Drew’s Father and a Principal at DJR Companies: 

 Andy was a major influence on Drew’s pursuit of this topic, especially in the 

very early conceptual stages, even months before the project began.  Andy and Drew 

work together on a daily basis at their real estate development firm, DJR Companies.  

Andy’s background is originally in civil engineering.  He had a production civil 

engineering company in the ’80’s and early ’90’s, transitioning into development 
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and construction management thereafter.  He has managed a variety of projects 

from custom luxury single-family homes in La Jolla, CA, to large subdivisions, to infill 

sites and industrial facilities.  Andy keeps his Professional Engineer and Land 

Surveyor licenses active to this day. 

 

Dr. Lynn Reaser, Thesis Advisor and Chief Economist at the FBEI: 

 Dr. Reaser is the Chief Economist at the Fermanian Business and Economic 

Institute (FBEI) at Point Loma Nazarene University, as well as the Chief Economist 

of the California State Controller’s Council of Economic Advisors.  She formerly 

served as Chief Economist for the Bank of America Investment Strategies Group 

from 1999-2009, holding the same position at Barnett Bank (Bank of America) and 

First Interstate Bank (Wells Fargo Corporation) before that.  Dr. Reaser teaches 

Economics at the Fermanian Business School including Managerial Economics, part 

of the core curriculum at the MBA level.  Dr. Reaser holds her B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. in 

Economics from University of California, Los Angeles. 

 

Survey Group:  The survey group was meant to be as random as possible, yet there 

were certainly limitations in my ability to reach a completely random sample of 

potential real estate investors.  I reached mostly young, working professionals, likely 

with college degrees.  Many respondents came from real estate and finance sectors 

as these are people I am in contact with often and have access to via email or social 

media outlets.  However, there was still a significant number of older and wealthier 

individuals (not necessarily the same people) who responded to the survey.  The 
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survey group consisted mostly of southern California residents, with a majority of 

those from San Diego, but many were dispersed across cities in The United States 

and maybe a few were Europeans. 

 

Timeline  

 The survey was conducted in March and April of 2013.  Nearly all of the 

writing was conducted in June, July, and early August of 2013; although notes and 

though on the study have occurred since Fall, 2012. 

 

Definition of Terms  

Crowdfunding:  Investing facilitated via an online network with a collaborative and 

social process (Barnett, 2013) 

Accredited Investor (Accrediteds):  An individual with a net worth of over 

$1,000,000 or who currently makes $200,000 or more per year.  I did not take into 

account that the value of one’s primary residence cannot be considered in the net 

worth calculation, but this definition suffices for the purposes of this study. 

Unaccredited Investor (Unaccrediteds):  An individual whose net worth is less than 

$1,000,000 or currently makes less than $200,000 a year. 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 

 I am in a peculiar situation for review of the literature on this topic as equity 

crowdfunding for real estate has only recently been put into practice and there are 

new laws being written directly related to soliciting equity capital.  These laws will 

profoundly affect what is legal, likely opening the door for increased use of equity 

crowdfunding models.  I can only speculate in some regards, but plenty of current 

literature exists to serve as a basis for discussion.  There are many companies 

pursuing real estate equity crowdfunding in one form or another under current 

fundraising laws, and many are gearing up for the new SEC rules per the JOBS Act of 

2012. 

 I would like to begin by focusing on a five-part article series by Rafe Furst, a 

self-described angel investor and Senior Vice President of Business Development at 

Crowdfunder, a crowdfunding portal and leader in the equity crowdfunding 

movement (Furst, 2013, Part 1).  Furst is very enthusiastic about the promises of 

crowdfunding for both investors and small businesses, providing a good jumping off 

point for a review of current thoughts on crowdfunding in general before I move 

into the potential benefits for real estate.  He states the average annual returns on 

investment for several common long-term investments: 

• Savings Accounts: 6%17 

• Corporate Bonds: 8% 

• Stock Market: 9% 

• Venture Capital: 20% 

                                                      
17 Although this is about 0% currently! 
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• Angel Investments: 27%, 

noting that Americans hold $30 Trillion in long-term capital zero of which is held in 

angel investments.   

The returns are much higher for angel investments because they create more 

value if successful and generally bear much more risk,18 being invested in startup 

companies with unproven or new products and services as opposed to stock market 

companies or banks with established track records.  Yet, as Furst points out, “for the 

last 80 years it’s been illegal for entrepreneurs to publicly solicit investment in their 

company”.  That is in my opinion a bold, almost overreaching statement, but the 

point is well taken.  It is cost prohibitive to go through the SEC filing and registration 

process in order to accept investment funds, even privately, and especially to go 

public and list on a stock exchange; unless, of course the company is already infused 

with enough capital, which means it is past the need for seed capital.  Thus, it is 

essentially illegal to publicly raise funds without first making a significant capital 

investment in the registration process.   

 The result is typically a long, arduous fundraising process amongst wealthy 

individuals and lenders.  As Ben Miller, co-founder with his brother Daniel of 

Fundrise, explains: “It took us nine months to get the first offering qualified with the 

SEC, and with the JOBS Act it should end up taking us a day” (Raskin, 2013, 

Crowdfunding Property…). Whether it really ends up being as quick as a day to 

register crowdfunding offerings under the new law or even a month, capital raising 

can be a full time job.  Furst points to Max Marmer’s research in the Startup Genome 

                                                      
18 I would say that risk and return are always positively correlated unless other factors besides 
maximizing return are considered in the investment. 
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Report,19 saying “founders who work full time on their startups raise 24x more 

money from investors than those who are part time” (Furst, 2013, Part 2). Furst 

further reveals that it can take many months, costs a lot, and in the end “only 10-

15% of entrepreneurs seeking funding actually get funding”!   

 A key reason why start-ups seek angel investments or venture capital as a 

last resort is also so the owners do not have to give up large percentages of 

ownership, shares of the profits, and control.  Equity crowdfunding, however, would 

create competition amongst investors for investment in startups and related 

projects such as real estate investments, greatly increasing the demand for these 

higher return investments just by allowing more individuals to participate.  Firms 

accepting capital investments would not have to give up as much equity or control 

in return for investments.  Picture it this way:  Furst reports $80 Billion currently 

invested by angels and venture capitalists worldwide, yet the “current demand for 

long term investment opportunities in the U.S. alone [emphasis added]” is $30 

Trillion as mentioned above (2013, Part 2).   

 The supply of startup capital is “artificially limited” because it is typically 

inefficient to raise small amounts from many investors versus a few large amounts 

from only a few large investors (Furst).  With the legalization of public investment 

solicitation, the “artificially limited” supply of capital will theoretically be released 

like a floodgate into startup ventures as small, unaccredited investors become 

aware of the opportunity.  I can only imagine the efficiencies a streamlined equity 

                                                      
19 Marmer is a young entrepreneur from San Francisco who started the Startup Genome Project in 
early 2011 “to increase the success rate of startups and accelerate the pace of innovation and 
economic growth around the world” (http://maxmarmer.com/). 
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crowdfunding model could create for companies of all sorts with startup and 

development capital needs.  So much of the time ordinarily spent fundraising could 

instead be spent on value-creating business operations. 

 The flip side is the unprecedented multiplier effect on the economy 

potentially created by such increased productivity, increased investment in 

companies, and unforeseen returns on investment for so many investors that have 

historically been reserved for an accredited, upper class (if you will).  Robert Shiller 

of the Case-Shiller Home Price Index and Yale University professor, likens it to the 

early 1800’s “New York law that allowed anyone who satisfied some minimal 

requirements to set up a corporation, with limited liability.  The law turned out to be 

one of the most socially productive pieces of modern financial history,” he reasons 

(2012).  Shiller’s article is entitled “Democratize Wall Street, for Social Good”, if that 

tells anything about his belief in the exciting potentialities of equity crowdfunding.  I 

love the way Furst expresses it: 

The average angel investment currently is about $75K, and the average angel 

investor does less than one deal per year.  What if it were possible for the 

average citizen to invest $75 into a local business, say a bakery that the 

family loves.  And what if while placing an order one week the citizen notices 

a sign saying, “Have your cake, and invest in it too!” (Furst, 2013, Part 2) 

 

Not Only Positive for the “Little Guy”, Which Is a Good Thing Too 

 Not only ought this “democratization” of equity investment increase the 

capital supply for small businesses, but “smart angels will leverage crowdfunding” 
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as well if they know what’s best for them, says Chance Barnett, co-founder and CEO 

of the aforementioned Crowdfunder and a leader himself in promoting equity 

crowdfunding (Barnett, 2013, How Smart Angels…). He was a primary lobbyist for 

crowdfunding components of the JOBS Act legislation.  Barnett argues that equity 

crowdfunding is taking hold amongst entrepreneurs and investors alike, despite 

significant early criticism of the fundraising method and even before the coming of 

new SEC rules on the issue.  This capital-raising trend is already creating more 

competition amongst investors, forcing accredited investors to adapt to the new 

models. 

 This brings me to an important point:  The feasibility of equity crowdfunding 

for real estate development projects may lie in receptivity from accredited 

investors, or wealthy individuals who can at least make the seed investments in new 

projects (and startups or projects in any industry).  As will be discussed in Chapter 4 

in light of my survey results, equity crowdfunding legislation may provide a sizable 

new source of capital from the large pool of unaccredited investors, but hurdles may 

likely still exist.  From a pure numbers standpoint, fewer large investments would 

still be ideal for efficiency’s sake, especially in these early stages of the concept and 

during a time of probable lack of awareness about new crowdfunding investment 

opportunities by small, generally less savvy unaccredited investors.  There may also 

be a need for a “quality filter”, as Barnett describes it.  Expressed interest in a 

project by seemingly knowledgeable and experienced accredited investors should 

help and may even be necessary to garner additional funding, especially from 
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unaccrediteds.  Barnett, along with peers of his in the crowdfunding space,20 believe 

strategies such as “first money committed” and a having a “lead investor” may be 

key to convincing further crowdfunding investment in most businesses and projects.  

Startups and accredited, angel-type investors will therefore need each other in 

order to create the most value in business investment if equity crowdfunding turns 

out to be as significant a model in early stage capital raising as it portends to be. 

 Online communities such as Crowdfunder’s Accredited Investors Network 

could be important sources of accredited investors and may even be a direction to 

point potential investors to ensure approval before accepting their investments as 

accrediteds.  I envision a model of direct investment into a developer’s projects , as 

opposed to companies like Collaperty or Crowdfunder (for startups) that offer a 

meeting place for project sponsors and investors.  Thus, such accredited networks 

may be essential to SEC and FINRA compliance, let alone the advantage of having a 

committed network of accrediteds and even unaccredited investors to whom the 

developer can reach out each time a new project is posted for equity funding. 

 

Just More Red Tape?  Predictions on Crowdfunding Are Not All Rosy. 

 There is plenty of negative sentiment about the coming phase in equity 

crowdfunding as well.  Some say the JOBS Act crowdfunding legislation will do little 

more than create more red tape or conversely remove too many barriers to 

racketeering.  Investors need to be “protected” because they will be defrauded by 

unscrupulous business owners and scammers (Wasik, 2012).  These crowdfunding 

                                                      
20 Barnett gives credit “most notably” to Brian Cohen, Chairman of the New York Angels and author of 
“What Every Angle Investor Wants You to Know”. 
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detractors (or just detractors from the new legislation, not the concept in all cases) 

do make some good points.  The limits on maximum yearly raises pose a problem as 

this will select for certain businesses and crowd out all companies frankly needing 

more capital, especially growth phase companies (Emmanuel, 2012; and Korn, 

2013).  Cost of compliance and legal exposure are legitimate concerns as well 

(Emmanuel, 2012).  This new legislation may only create more red tape, in other 

words.  Another interesting and probably the most valid question I read about is, 

why would broker-dealers (or so-called “funding portals) be willing to work on 

these small deals while supposedly bearing all the risk (Cringely, 2012)? 

 These cons in terms of liability, disclosure, and possible broker-dealer 

requirements make the new law seem obsolete from the get-go when compared to 

existing small offerings laws such as Regulation A and Regulation D, Rule 506 of the 

SEC code, argue some (Korn, 2013).  However, I think this misses the point, which is 

a key them in of my study:  the increased productivity from quicker, less 

burdensome fundraising activity outweighs these drawbacks.  The point of the 

legislation is to fund small businesses.  Granted, the crowdfunding concept may be 

in the “surge of enthusiasm” phase of the “Innovation Cycle” (Hixon, 2013): 
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In the end, many startups (and real estate developments for that matter) will fail 

regardless of the capital source, but “we all win when a broader range of Americans 

get involved in entrepreneurship” (Hixon, 2012).21 

 

The Rebuttal 

 “What crowdfunding opponents conveniently overlook is that ordinary 

Americans have a history of investing in private companies with whom they have a 

personal connection” (Barnett, 2012, Community-Based Investing…). 

 Statistics show that nearly two-thirds of startup business seek less than $1 

million in capital and 50% seek less than $500,000 (Hollas, 2013, Infographic): 

 

In fact, 14% of the businesses in this study of startup capital raises were in the 

financial services and real estate industries, the second largest category: 

                                                      
21 Hixon’s article is also a nice, succinct analysis of what crowdfunding might mean for the venture 
community. 
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And as Judd Hollas reports from the study from which the graphics above came: 

Even though currently limited to accredited investors, equity crowdfunders — 

like EquityNet — are addressing 90 percent of the business community that was 

previously starved for capital [emphasis added]… Geographical biases that 

persist in the brick-and-mortar VC world are significantly diminished with 

equity crowdfunding and more than half of issuers seek significantly less than $1 

million in investment capital, the legal obtainable limit from unaccredited 

investors according to the JOBS Act.  (Hollas, 2013, New Data…) 

Hollas alludes to local investment and collaboration through the Internet across 

physical boundaries (expanded in next section). 

 To alleviate concerns of fraud, Jason Best, co-founder of Crowdfund Capital 

Advisors a consulting company advising “U.S. and international entrepreneurs, 

investors, business groups and government agencies”, predicts, “There are going to 

be online reputation systems for investors and entrepreneurs” (Goodman, 2013).  

Actually, there are already such companies such as EarlyIQ that provide 

“background and ‘truthiness’ checks on startups seeking crowdfund investments” 
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(Goodman, 2013).  Checks such as these could be crucial to projects seeking 

crowdfunding, avoiding the need to meet face-to-face with investors, which 

crowdfunding would not feasibly allow for from a multitude of unaccredited 

investors.   

 Just think about all the potential capital available to crowdfund small 

businesses: 

Main Street has all of its money tied up in eight major Wall Street banks. These 

financial heavyweights control more than 80% of the deposits in this country, 

which means Wall Street gets to pick and choose where to make its investments. 

But when people begin to pull from their large bank savings and mutual fund 

accounts in order to put their money to work in their own communities, 

crowdfunding has the power to change how Americans from all income levels 

make decisions about where to put their money.  (Barnett, 2012, Will 

Crowdfunding…) 
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Additionally: 

Fred Wilson, co-founder of the venture capital firm Union Square Ventures 

(which has invested in Twitter, Tumblr, Foursquare, and Zynga), predicts that 

once it gets up and running, the equity crowdfunding market will reach $300 

billion and will be largely driven by families and individuals investing a small 

percentage of their assets via crowdfunding. As a point of comparison, a study 

from Crowdsourcing.org reports that about $1.5 billion was raised from 452 

crowdfunding platforms in 2011 (Scharwath, 2012). 

These numbers from Hollas, Barnett, and Wilson are quite telling and encouraging.  

Hurdles may still exist with the pending crowdfunding legislation, but the market is 

there.  Companies just need to generate the right fundraising model (given 

everything else a company must do to be competitive).  I believe the biggest hurdle 

will be developing the most opportune way of overcome the broker-dealer 

compliance issues.  My hope for a real estate development firm is that a mode of 

direct investment can be created, either partnering with a funding portal or 

becoming the portal itself. 

 

Investing Locally and Crowdfunding Real Estate Development 

 The online communities mentioned earlier will be important to 

crowdfunding small businesses; however, I agree with Chance Barnett’s assertion 

that “the most socially transformative part of crowdfunding will come from the 

power of local or community-based investing” (Barnett, 2012, Community-Based 

Investing…).  Obtaining seed capital through crowdfunding from a local community 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tumblr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zynga
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of investors, big or small, may be easier than obtaining one or two large investments 

from accredited angel-types, thus turning the “quality filter” concept on its head.  

Fundrise raised 25% of their first real estate development with 3,500 $100 shares,22 

funding the rest with private capital and their own equity, taking three months to 

close (Cortese, 2013).  This demonstrates the possibility of successfully seeding with 

small investments.  A subsequent offering of $320,000 worth of small shares sold 

out in 3 hours, proving more importantly the advantage of a meaningful network of 

local investors.  I do not know the mix of large or small investors in that offering, but 

it shows the effect of increased investor awareness about crowdfunded investment 

opportunities after Fundrise proved the successfulness of its first development.  

Barnett opines: 

If you’re a small business entrepreneur looking to raise money, it’s unlikely 

that you’ll find funding in the global marketplace. You’re much more likely to 

secure funding through somewhat local connections.  Your local community 

is also a quicker way to connect with the resources you need to grow your 

business. (Barnett, 2013, Crowdfunding’s Future…) 

The result is “stronger communities and stronger local economies… where trust and 

reputation are front and center in the process” (Barnett, 2012, Community-Based 

Investing…).  As Barnett articulates in another article: “Small, ‘close-tie’ groups are 

what attract and help form large, ‘thin-tie’ communities” (Barnett, 2013, 

Crowdfunding’s Future…). 

                                                      
22 Using small offering rules under Regulation A of the SEC code, I must add, not the new JOBS Act 
rules that may create an easier fundraising avenue for such projects. 
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 Furst calls it “shared value” (Furst, 2013, Part 3) and Benjamin Miller from 

Fundrise puts it this way: “Who your money is affects what you build” (Cortese, 

2013).  Instead of funding “cookie-cutter” projects with seemingly far-off capital 

partners (whether it is physically distant or just feels so) looking primarily for a 

return on investment, local investors can create projects the community desires.  

This goes hand-in-hand with my premise that targeting smaller projects will be a 

successful strategy with an online equity crowdfunding model, as smaller, close-to-

home developments may garner greater investment support amongst small, 

unaccredited investors looking to have a say in how their community is shaped 

while creating monetary value at the same time. 

 

Trends 

 Glauco Lolli-Ghetti, founder and principal at Urban Muse who has teamed up 

with Fundrise on developments in the Washington D.C. area, reinforces my 

sentiments about crowdfunding small developments: 

In real estate, $10 million to $20 million projects are easy.  But if you need 

$500,00023 to buy a (small) property and put a local tenant on the street 

floor, you can’t do it.  It’s too small for private equity. (Cortese, 2013) 

In my own experience, many large investors have echoed this statement, telling my 

firm they would rather fund a 10, 20, or 30 million dollar development or pool of 

projects than even a 2 or 3 million deal, however profitable it may be. 

                                                      
23 Or any amount in the sub-$10 million space I intend to target with this model. 
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 The trend in many metropolitan areas such as those in San Diego County is 

toward higher density urban areas and lower density, often agriculturally zoned 

suburban and country areas with lots of preserved open space as “planners want to 

herd millions into densely packed urban corridors,” notes Wendell Cox, principal of 

international public policy firm Demographia (2012).24  I must note there is 

pushback to this planning trend to preserve real estate affordability (Cox, 2013), yet 

changes in central planning policies take many years.25  Increased land values are 

generally passed along to the consumer in home or building prices, and vice versa, 

as competition amongst developers limits how much profit they can leave in 

projects for themselves.  Nevertheless, even large, public builders are now buying 

up land as small as 10-30 single-family lots (Leung, 2013) as land is being purchased 

for master-planned communities of several hundred units at a decreasing rate.  A 

greater portion of large projects seems to be multifamily developments building 

vertically, thus using smaller pieces of land; whereas single-family home 

development26 is moving towards these smaller, infill developments (sometimes 

using a similar amount of land as larger multifamily projects, to make my point as to 

land use). 

 

 

                                                      
24 Many hours could be spent browsing the Department of Planning and Land Use’s General Plan and 
amendments at the County of San Diego website for this information 
(http://www.sdcounty.ca.gov/pds/gpupdate/).  Zoning maps are a good place to start. 
25 San Diego County’s own GP2020 (General Plan for use through the year 2020) was years behind 
schedule, put into practice only recently. 
26 Construction of which is just coming back at the time of this paper as the real estate cycle 
progresses.  Multifamily, primarily apartments (rental units), were the hottest real estate market 
after the recent downturn left so many unable to purchase homes. 
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Conclusions 

 Equity crowdfunding real estate development projects is a culmination of 

collaboration as made possible by the interconnectedness of the Internet Age, that 

increased cooperation coming even at a very local level.  There may very well be 

opportunities in large developments if the right mix of large and small investors 

crowdfund the equity with a proper amount of debt leverage.  Yet current trends in 

real estate development point towards a need for small, infill development.  Given 

the promise of local investor excitement, the inherent characteristics of small-

investment crowdfunding, these market trends, and the positive possibilities in 

equity crowdfunding expressed above, I conclude thus far that the right project 

types will be successfully crowdfunded if the right investors are targeted. 
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Chapter 3:  Methodology 

 This study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of an online equity 

crowdfunding model for real estate development projects under the premise that 

such a model may be the next generation in streamlining the fundraising process.  

 

Population and Sampling 

 The population was intended to be as random as possible.  I sought to reach a 

random cross-section of the working populace, whether I thought they would be 

interested in real estate investing or not and regardless of what the investment 

channel would be.  The goal was to determine approximate percentages of those 

potentially able to invest.  This would be needed as a foundation to theoretically 

determine the scope of marketing required to reach enough investors for a 

particular project and thus the feasibility of the model.   

 My own network limited my sampling method as the survey was online and I 

personally reached out to respondents via email and social media.  I did receive a 

little help in sharing the link to my survey from friends, colleagues, and my advisor; 

and the CFA Institute posted my link on their social media pages, garnering a few 

more responses.  Overall, however, the sample was limited to my extended network, 

explained in the Survey Group section of Chapter 1. 

 

Data Collection 

 The research questions (See Chapter 1 or Appendix A) were designed to be 

simple and easy to understand yet thorough.  It was important to walk the line 
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between getting all the information I wanted and risking “survey fatigue” by my 

respondents if they filled out a survey that took too long.  I posted the link to the 

online survey on my social media sites (LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter) and 

emailed it to my entire email contact list, which is probably about a couple hundred 

people.  I ended up with 113 respondents in total. 

 

Measures Used 

 An acceptable and commonly used measure is the margin of error at a 95% 

confidence level.  The formula for the margin of error is Error = zα/2/(2√n), where 

“n” is the sample size.  Assuming a random sample with a normal distribution, the 

coefficient zα/2 is 1.96, and so zα/2/2 is .98 (1.96/2 = .98).  For simplicity’s sake, I 

used therefore used “1” instead of .98 to calculate the margins of error.  Thus, 1/√n 

was the formula I used, actually producing a more conservative estimate as this 

method reports a slightly larger error (because 1 > .98). 

 The sample size, n, was different for each answer choice even within the 

same question since respondents did not always answer the entire question.  This 

could be construed several ways.  Those who did not make a selection for each 

answer choice may have just skipped it or may have been a “Nothing” answer.  For 

example in Question 8, maybe the respondent would invest nothing in that property 

type, but maybe they just were not sure or maybe even a different thought passed 

through their head.  Therefore, when calculating percentages and margins of error 

for each answer possibility, I just used the total number of respondents who did 

make a selection from the answer choices. 
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Data Analysis Procedure  

 I used a conservative approach so as not to overstate my findings, especially 

given the lack of precision allowed by a ten-question survey, let alone the qualitative 

aspects of such a survey.  This is evident in the results and discussion of the next 

chapter.  I began with the low end of the margin of error for any answer choice I 

analyzed, applying the most conservative estimate based on the data to possible 

investment scenarios in my discussion.  These theoretical investment scenarios, as 

laid out in Chapter 4, are designed to be conservative themselves with regard to 

other variables and are rooted in my real world experience as a developer. 

 The discussion of my analysis procedure is further detailed in Chapter 4.   
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Chapter 4:  Results and Discussion 

Discussion of the Process 

 When summarizing the results to determine any correlations or conclusions, 

I first charted results of the entire sample and then broke it down into categories of 

different respondents or potential investor types.  The entire sample of 113 

respondents would provide the most accurate data in theory, being a larger sample 

size.  The problem is that the more results are filtered out, thus decreasing the 

number of data points, the less reliable the data becomes.  However, sticking to the 

entire sample without looking for correlations amongst categories of different 

investor types would not elicit the information I was looking for. 

 A natural step was to filter out responses from unaccredited and accredited 

investors, as this distinction is necessary when soliciting funds for any venture given 

SEC filing requirements and investment amounts allowed from unaccredited 

investors.  I used Questions 1 and 2 (Q1 and Q2) to distinguish the two investor 

types, classifying accredited investors as those that reported an income over 

$200,000 per year or a net worth over $1,000,000.27  A bulk of my analysis and 

discussion is based on this very important distinction, despite my brevity on the 

topic here. 

 I then filtered results by age (Question 3), selecting age 35 as a cutoff to cover 

Generation X and Millenials.  About half the respondents were under age 35 so that 

produced a natural cutoff point to produce significant results.  My hypothesis was 

that younger individuals are likely to be more receptive to a new, online 

                                                      
27 See Definitions in Chapter 1. 
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crowdfunding model.  Younger individuals are less likely to be set in their ways, so 

they are more apt to try something new, I assumed.  People under the age of 35 have 

typically grown up with computers and the Internet, so I figured there might also be 

some correlations here with receptiveness to investing online rather than face-to-

face as older individuals are possibly more accustomed to, especially in real estate. 

 Another filter I applied to the data was whether the respondents owned their 

primary residence or not (Question 4).  Almost half the respondents own their own 

home, so that provided a significant amount of data.  One learns a lot from the home 

buying process; it is typically an individual’s first real estate investment; and there 

are many characteristics homeowners have that renters may not, so I wanted to see 

what correlations there were with interest in different investment types between 

those who own their primary residences and those who do not.   

 An interesting distinction, it seemed, would occur between those who 

answered Question 4 (Q4) as “No real estate investments but would like to” and “No 

real estate investments and do not plan to anytime soon”.  There are definitely some 

limitations to timing of a future real estate investment in these answers as the two 

choices are generally vague, but a goal of this funding model is to provide a real 

estate investment option to those with little to no real estate investments (38% of 

respondents in my survey reported “No real estate investments…” in Q4).  It was 

therefore a logical investor type to analyze along with those who do not own their 

primary residence. 

 Q4 is a source of further data filtering to search for correlations amongst 

different investor types, but I chose not to pursue this any more at this point to 
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minimize the scope of the project and focus elsewhere on seemingly more telling 

data, such as responses to Q8 and unaccredited versus accredited responses to 

other questions. 

 Once I had organized the data in the various charts I wanted, I began with the 

Question 8 (Q8) results as the crux of the study lies there.  The answers to Q8 ought 

to show what types of projects each respondent might invest in and how much they 

would like to invest in each project type.  From there, I go into a discussion on 

accredited versus unaccredited investors, beginning with accredited investors as I 

know I will be able to legally publicly solicit investment funds to accrediteds 

through a crowdfunding model per proposed JOBS Act SEC rulings.  It is therefore 

logical to begin my analysis of the feasibility of this online equity funding model 

there.  I then turn to analysis of responses from unaccredited investors which soon 

leads into a discussion of small projects as the results point towards those projects 

being feasible with both accredited and unaccredited investors, and possibly with 

only unaccrediteds if the equity requirements are small enough.   

 Then, I step back from the specific found in Q8, taking a look at the Q5 and Q6 

results to attempt an analysis of the overall view of real estate investing in the near 

and long term.  This data helps create a framework within which the rest of my 

discussion and conclusions are relevant.  Q7 further shapes this framework.  In 

other words, general confidence levels in the real estate markets can be assessed 

and compared to the state of the economy and markets at the time of the survey.  As 

times change, views on real estate investing may change for a variety of reasons, 

including confidence in the market but also higher or lower wages, household debt 
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levels, etc.  My discussion and conclusions can theoretically be massaged to fit 

different economic times. 

 Then, I take my discussion into deeper levels of analysis through results 

regarding potential investors’ feelings about investing locally.  I hypothesized that 

local real estate investment would matter, especially if they realize the multiplying 

affects of capital infusion into their own communities.  I envision equity 

crowdfunding as a potential boon for small, local real estate investment; a way for 

individuals to have a say in the development of their community (and the greater 

cities and regions around their homes) combined with a potential for significant 

returns on even small investment sums; a win-win-win of sorts of the developer, 

investor, and community (however broad you want to define community).   

 After this are discussions on age and homeowners, the significance of which I 

explained briefly earlier.   

 Then, I focus on respondents who reported no ownership of any real estate.  

These folks were an important group to me because another premise of this study 

was the hope and belief that an equity crowdfunding model will provide an 

unprecedented avenue for young and/or less wealthy individuals to invest in real 

estate with small amounts of cash, an opportunity seemingly unavailable to most 

unless you know the “right people”… until now. 

 

 The “Statistical Results and Discussion” section below is laid out primarily by 

research question, or a topic covered by one or more research questions. 
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Unanticipated Occurrences 

 First of all, I did not fully appreciate the magnitude that this project could 

take on.  I understood that theses can get out of control if the scope is not contained, 

but even after having narrowed down my focus it seemed to want to keep 

expanding.  It has been so easy to veer off into the minutiae of every little detail and 

piece of information I could glean from the data.  I could have spent an impractical 

amount of time analyzing the data and conducting further research, but at some 

point it is just worth moving forward.  As General Patton put it, “A good plan 

violently executed now is better than a perfect plan executed next week.”  This study 

will hopefully point the firm in the right direction, but choosing what projects to 

target must also be driven by the firm’s core competencies. 

 Secondly, I did not realize what a pain the issue of having differing numbers 

of respondents answer each choice within each question.  This created headaches 

when analyzing the data, especially with regard to the margins of error, but it was 

overcome. 

 I also did not anticipate not using all the data for my results, which relates to 

the comments above.  I did gather a lot of information from the data, but there were 

areas that I could have dug much deeper.  It was just not feasible to explore further 

and yet stay within the scope of this thesis.  In other words, this paper could easily 

have turned into a several hundred page book over many more months’ worth of 

work, but that would have also been impractical from the standpoint of wanting to 

take this model live.  At some point, the plan has to executed.  
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Statistical Results and Discussion 

Analyzing the Entire Sample 

How much of your own money are you willing and able to invest in different project 

types through an online real estate investing platform? (Question 8) 

 Overall, respondents were most receptive to residential developments.  

Figures 1 and 2 (Appendix A-V) show how about 50% of the sample reported they 

would invest some dollar amount in single-family developments, about 45% would 

invest in multifamily developments, and about 40% in single-family home flips.  This 

is encouraging. 

 

 

Example 1:  In my experience, a typical piece of raw land in San Diego County 

zoned for 15 single-family lots may require $1,000,000 to acquire and entitle28 in 

order to sell it for a profit at the time of this study.  At $5,000 average 

investments (some accredited investors would have to be involved to make the 

$5K+ investments, per the expected JOBS Act’s SEC rulings of 2013 and 2014), 

                                                      
28 Entitlement costs include, but are not limited to: preliminary architecture and engineering, other 
consultants (traffic studies, utility specialists, biological studies, etc.), city and agency fees, legal, 
developer fees, soft costs (marketing, printing, insurance, taxes, etc.), site maintenance.  Also 
consider general price levels at the time of this study. 

Figure 1: Q8, Entire Sample – 113 Responses 
Excluding “Nothing” 

Figure 2: Q8, Entire Sample – 113 Responses 
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about 200 investors would be needed.  Assuming a 95% confidence level, there 

is about a 9.9-point margin of error in the data for the 102 respondents to 

answer-choice “Residential Development” (9.9 = 1/√102).  The most 

conservative estimate based on the data for “Residential Development” (RD) 

means about 41.1% (take the 50.9% total from RD in Fig. 1, and subtract 9.9%) 

of potential investors reached using a mass marketing approach would invest 

some amount in a single-family RD, thus requiring contact with only 486 people 

(41.1% of 486 is about 200 investors).29   

 This example takes a simplified, yet conservative approach, having used only 

a $5,000 average investment.  Just a few accredited investors could sensibly be 

found to invest several hundred thousand dollars each to reach the $1,000,000 

equity goal.  I admit that method can be laborious.  However, I reached 113 people 

in my survey through what can essentially be considered email, Internet, and social 

media marketing with only a $20 budget for use of surveymonkey.com.  With a 

reasonable marketing budget, I imagine 486 people could be contacted within a 

short amount of time to reach the 200 or so potential investors required for this 

hypothetical project example.  This could be the case for only the first few projects, 

as repeat investors would theoretically participate in future projects and awareness 

would be created about this company with its online crowdfunding model once a 

few projects were underway. 

                                                      
29 Assuming entire acquisition and entitlement/development is financed with equity and any further 
development/construction is financed with debt.  Of course, there are many ways to structure a real 
estate deal.  This example assumes a safe, conservative deal with regard to financing by doing so 
entirely with equity during the entitlement/development phase. 
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 There is no telling how this would play out in a real fundraising situation and 

every project often requires a slightly different approach, but the data is positive 

enough to pursue an online real-estate-development-crowdfunding model given a 

development firm already possessing the skills and competencies to accomplish 

such a project.   

 Note that this example assumes using an inefficient mass marketing 

approach.  Digging deeper into my results in the rest of this chapter will reveal 

demographics to target with more precise marketing. 

 It is also important to note that I have used $5,000 as the probable maximum 

allowed investment per project by unaccredited investors.  The likely JOBS Act SEC 

rulings will only allow up to $2,000 investments or 5% of annual income, whichever 

is greater, for those that make below $100,000 per year.  Realize that 5% of 

$100,000 is $5,000 so most will only be allowed to invest a lesser amount based on 

income level.  The maximum allowed investment for unaccrediteds earning over 

$100,000 will likely be 10% of annual income, or up to $10,000.  It is convenient to 

use $5,000 because that is the cutoff for the lowest two investment ranges in Q8 of 

my study, but it is a plausible choice.  23.8% of unaccrediteds surveyed earned more 

than $100,00030 (or a possible worst case of 12.9% using the 10.9-point margin of 

error at a 95% confidence level31.)  This is a fair approach considering much larger 

investment amounts by accrediteds that would greatly increase the average 

                                                      
30 Appendix E-1. 
31 10.9 = 1/√84 
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investment amount, plus $10,000-$20,00032 possible investments from 

unaccrediteds making more than $100,000. 

 

Unaccredited vs. Accredited 

Accredited Investors 

 The study of unaccredited versus accredited investors showed accrediteds to 

be willing to invest in real estate developments more often and in greater amounts, 

which was very much expected as they are generally of much greater wealth than 

unaccrediteds (See Figures 3 and 4, Appendix B-III, C-III).33 

 

 

 Accredited investors did show an overall receptiveness to an online 

crowdfunding model for real estate projects.  About 62% and 50% of accrediteds 

reported interest in investing something in single-family and multifamily 

development, respectively (Fig. 4).  Using the same logic applied in Example 1, at an 

                                                      
32 I use $20,000 as the high end of this range as it is 10% of 200,000, assuming those who earn more 
than $200,000 per year will likely fall into the accredited investor category. 
33 Note that a greater number of unaccredited than accredited investors were surveyed, so the 
Accredited Investors chart (Fig. 4) is actually amplified and has a greater margin of error when 
compared to Fig. 3 (Unaccredited Investors).  See Appendix B-III, IV and C-III, IV for charts with the 
percentages reported for each answer choice. 

Figure 3: Q8, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses Figure 4: Q8, Accredited Investors - 28 Responses 
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average investment of only $5,000 for a $1,000,000 single-family development, just 

475 accredited investors would have to be reached.34  That seems high in terms of 

reaching only accredited investors (a relatively small part of the general 

population), yet most accrediteds would invest much more money given the 

opportunity.  In fact almost 30% of accredited respondents said they would be 

willing to invest over $25,000 in a single-family RD using this online model (Fig. 4, 

Appendix C-III, IV), requiring only 20 investors at a very conservative estimated 

average $50,000 investment35 and thus contact with at most 228 accrediteds.36  228 

accredited investors still sounds like a high number to reach even through non-face-

to-face marketing.   

 At a sample size of only 24 accredited investors for this question, there is a 

20.4-point margin of error at a 95% confidence level.  I used a very conservative 

approach, taking the low end of the error margin: 42.1%37 for an investment 

amount in a single-family RD by accredited investors and only 8.8%38 for those 

accrediteds reporting willingness to invest over $25,000 in a single-family RD, the 

$50,000 average investment scenario explained above; so there is hope in the 

feasibility of the concept if only accredited investors were to be targeted.39  Given 

this large margin of error, however, it is worth looking at the accrediteds’ answers 
                                                      
34 $1M/$5K = 200 investors needed.  At 95% confidence level, about 20.4-point margin of error (20.4 
= 1/√24).  62.5% - 20.4% = 42.1%.  42.1% of 475 is about 200 investors. 
35 Note the quantity ranges in the answer choices for Q8.  The lowest range over $25,000 is “$25,001 
–$100,000”, and the next two ranges go up to $250,000 (4.2% of accrediteds, Appendix C-II, IV) and 
up to $500,000 (12.5% of accrediteds, Appendix C-III, IV).  Therefore, a $50,000 average investment 
is a conservative estimate. 
36 $1M/$50K = 20 investors needed.  At 95% confidence level, about 20.4-point margin of error (20.4 
= 1/√24).  29.2%% - 20.4% = 8.8%.  8.8% of 228 is about 20 investors.  
37 62.5% - 20.4% = 42.1% 
38 29.2% - 20.4% = 8.8% 
39 Certain project types and sizes (namely those with larger capital requirements) may lend 
themselves to only larger investments and thus only accredited investors. 
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to Questions 5 and 6 (Q5 and Q6) regarding the respondents’ real estate investment 

expectations in general and regardless of investment channel (Figures 5 and 6, 

Appendix C-I, II). 

 

 

 Q5 and Q6 were designed to gauge the respondents’ willingness to invest in 

real estate at all in the near and long term.  The changes in expected real estate 

investment by accrediteds over “this year” versus the “next 2-5 years” are within the 

18.9% margin of error at a 95% confidence level40 so no conclusion can be made in 

that regard, but the goal here is not to forecast trends in real estate investment but 

to measure how many investors might be needed for different project types in order to 

determine feasibility of funding those projects with an online crowdfunding model.  

Therefore, I am analyzing the Q5 and Q6 data in light of the positive correlations 

drawn in the discussion elsewhere regarding accredited investors to see if I find 

corroborating data (Responses to Q5 and Q6 will be discussed in further detail later 

in Chapter 4, in the section entitled “Taking a Step Back”). 

                                                      
40 18.9 = 1/√28 

Figure 5: Q5, Accredited Investors - 28 Responses Figure 6: Q6, Accredited Investors - 28 Responses 
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 71.4% of accrediteds reported they were somewhat or very likely to invest in 

real estate this year, and 77.3% expected as much over the next 2-5 years (Figure 5, 

Appendix C-I).  Using the same logic as before, I can conservatively say that more 

than half of accredited investors targeted in a random sample41 plan to invest some 

money into real estate in the near and long term.42  There is also a significant 

portion of “not sure’s”, some of whom could be won over.  This is especially 

reasonable if the investors are not risking very much money per project, which I 

may very well conclude is feasible for certain project types, especially when 

combined with a potential multitude of very small, unaccredited investors. 

 Next, we turn to Q6 and find that 62.9% and 60.8% of accrediteds reported 

expectations of investment in residential real estate in the near and long term, 

respectively (Figure 6, Appendix C-II).  That means I can conservatively assume that 

at least 40% accrediteds will be investing in residential real estate.43  34.6% and 

42.9% of accredited respondents expect to invest in commercial real estate in the 

near and long term, respectively (Figure 6, Appendix C-II).  Again, I conservatively 

estimate that at least 10-20% of accredited investors would invest in a commercial 

real estate project.44   

 

                                                      
41 “Random sample” as delineated in Ch.’s 1 and 3. 
42 The margins of error at a 95% confidence level are 18.9 percentage points (18.9 = 1/√28) and 21.3 
points (1/√22).  Moving to the low end of those margins of error, 71.4% and 77.3% become 52.5% 
and 56%, respectively.  Thus, I can say, “over 50%.” 
43 The margins of error at a 95% confidence level are 19.2 percentage points (19.2 = 1/√27) and 20.9 
points (1/√23).  Moving to the low end of those margins of error, 62.9% and 60.8% become 43.7% 
and 39.9%, respectively.  Thus, I can say, “at least 40%.” 
44 The margins of error at a 95% confidence level are 20.9 percentage points (20.9 = 1/√23) and 21.8 
points (1/√21).  Moving to the low end of those margins of error, 34.6% and 42.9% become 13.7% 
and 21.1%, respectively.  Thus, I can say, “at 10-20%.” 
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Note on Classification of Multifamily 

 Multifamily developments over 4 units are generally considered commercial 

real estate, but it is possible that respondents may have considered it residential 

when taking the survey.  Remember, the survey was designed to prevent “survey 

fatigue”.  Despite any resulting vagueness, the data from Q6 is telling.  I make note of 

this here because multifamily is a significant asset class, but I will draw some 

conclusions as to the most feasible mix of investor types to target when funding 

multifamily developments, among the other asset classes, later. 

 

 I have focused on accredited investors up to this point because it was 

worthwhile to explore the feasibility of an online crowdfunding model were only 

accredited investors allowed to participate.  There is a possibility that many project 

types will not pencil without a certain amount of larger investments, even in the 

smaller development space that is the focus of this study.  This may be especially 

true if the new crowdfunding rules being written by the SEC per the JOBS Act of 

2012 still leave hurdles to accepting investments from unaccredited individuals.  

That being said, I hypothesized that there are many individuals who do not qualify 

as accrediteds yet who would very much like to invest in real estate with small 

sums.  I now turn to my responses from unaccredited investors, which may actually 

be more accurate data as I was able to survey many more unaccrediteds.45 

 

                                                      
45 The fact that I reached more unaccrediteds was expected since there are more unaccredited 
investors in the population of potential investors, and so I ought to theoretically be able to reach 
more of them as would be very much needed to fund projects with only small individual investments. 
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Unaccredited Investors 

 Beginning with Q8 again, we see that unaccredited respondents were most 

receptive to investing through an online platform in single-family developments, 

multifamily developments, and single-family flips as the accrediteds generally were.  

The issue that arises when the same logic is applied to a $1,000,000 investment in a 

single-family RD project as in Example 1 is that a rather large number of potential 

unaccredited investors would have to be contacted to hypothetically reach enough 

investors.  The smaller average investment size combined with the percentage of 

potential investors needed per the data makes online crowdfunding with only 

unaccredited investors seem unfeasible.46  However, it is quite reasonable to 

profitably pursue smaller single-family and multifamily projects, say at a $500,000 

or even $200,000 total equity requirement,47 let alone the addition of any larger 

investments from accredited investors.  And this does not even take into account 

leveraging capabilities of the firm, meaning debt may be used to finance the 

difference, allowing for larger project sizes with higher amounts of leverage.48 

                                                      
46 This time, I use an average investment of $2,500 to reach this conclusion because it is likely that 
the new crowdfunding rules may only allow a maximum of $5,000 investments from unaccrediteds, 
so the average investment would likely not be $5K.  $1M/$2.5K = 400 investors needed.  At a 95% 
confidence level, that is about an 11.3-point margin of error (11.3 = 1/√78).  47.4% - 11.3% = 36.1%.  
36.1% of 1,108 is about 400 investors.  Therefore, over 1,100 potential investors would theoretically 
have to be contacted to raise $1M in equity.  Although, this could become feasible at a point in time 
when the firm has created awareness about it’s products and services amongst several thousand 
individuals. 
47 Simple math would mean contact with about 550 potential unaccredited investors for $500K in 
equity (500K/1M or about one half) and about 220 potential investors for $200K in equity 
(200K/1M, or about one fifth). 
48 Crowdfunding the debt is very much a possibility as well, especially “hard money” loans from 
wealthy individuals or groups during times of tight lending like the four to five years prior to and at 
the writing of this thesis.  I will not pursue debt crowdfunding further here as it could be the topic of 
its own study; but it is plausible to assume that many individual accredited investors would be 
interested in lending instead of equity positions, so there could be much overlap in receptiveness to 
debt and equity crowdfunding models. 
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 The data shows that a significant portion of unaccredited investors would 

like to invest more than $5,000 in certain real estate projects.  Figures 7 and 8 show 

that 29.5%, 29.3%, and 21.7% of unaccredited investors reported willingness and 

ability to invest more than $5,000 in single-family RD, Multifamily, and single-family 

flips, respectively.49  Again using the worst-case scenario percentages at a 95% 

confidence interval, that’s at least 18.2%, 17.8%, and 10%, respectively;50 let alone 

respondents who said they would be willing and able to invest small amounts up to 

$5,000 (Figures 7 and 8, Appendix B-III).  

 

 As I have brought up the feasibility of smaller projects here, it is practical to 

now jump into the study’s core, and discuss how the results relate to key goals and 

hypotheses of the thesis, literally “What it’s all about”.  Further discussion of 

unaccredited investors will be incorporated in this next section: 

                                                      
49 Note that Figure 7 excludes those who answered “Nothing”.  Also note that the answer choices are 
ordered by the most respondents overall per answer choice, not by descending order of investment 
amount as in Figure 8; meaning most respondents chose investments of “$5,001 - $25,000”, “Up to 
$5,000” was chosen second most, and so on. 
50 29.5% - 11.3% = 18.2% (11.3 = 1/√78).  29.3% - 11.5% = 17.8% (11.5 = 1/√75).  21.7% - 11.7% = 
10% (11.7 = 1/√73). 

Figure 7: Q8, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses 
Excluding “Nothing” 

Figure 8: Q8, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses 
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What It’s All About 

 A key goal of this study is to develop an efficient funding strategy for smaller 

projects.  A drawback of smaller projects is they generally return smaller amounts of 

money,51 not always in terms of returns on equity or investment, but more so on the 

time involved.  The same time and effort is often applied to a smaller project as it is 

to a larger project of the same asset class, or at least the return on time invested is 

often greater.  There may be more units and more capital invested, but the process 

is generally the same (all else equal).  Therefore, an opportunity may lay in 

crowdfunding smaller projects, typically infill and redevelopment sites in urban, semi-

urban, and even suburban areas if this new approach can streamline the fundraising 

process.  Thus, more time can be spent creating value, allowing more projects to be 

acquired in a shorter amount of time with less effort. 

 Time can be shortened on the front end during the acquisition and 

fundraising period.  Due diligence, feasibility studies, and pre-entitlement work can 

then be conducted in place of time spent fundraising; let alone time spent actually 

developing other projects instead of spending an inordinate amount of time 

pounding the pavement in search of large equity partners on the projects in 

acquisition and/or fundraising mode.  Small projects may generate less revenue on 

a per-project basis, but if a streamlined process can be created to efficiently develop 

many small projects at a time (a major part of which would be this online 

crowdfunding strategy), profitability would increase on a company-wide basis as 

                                                      
51 …unless it is just a great acquisition at a below-market purchase price.  This often happens when a 
lender or unsavvy owner does not have the property’s unknowns identified or properly packaged, 
allowing a developer with value-creation abilities to resurrect the project. 
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projects could be turned over quicker more often.  A focus would be placed on 

velocity, getting in and out of projects quickly. 

 Additional benefits to this strategy include less risk on a per-project basis as 

the quicker a product can be turned over the less time there is for something to go 

wrong in the market, for governing agencies to change laws affecting the property’s 

value or uses, etc.  Always worth considering is the time value of money: annualized 

returns increase for investors when projects are profitably disposed of sooner.  This 

strategy may therefore create a win-win for the developer and investors as more 

opportunities are created for smaller52 investors to own, invest, and grow their 

wealth through real estate while the developer has generated a profitable business 

model for itself, given the apparent feasibility of the model so far.   

 Larger projects may have advantages such as allowing risk and fixed costs to 

be spread amongst more units, or just pure funding advantages due to interest from 

large debt and equity sources, but there is wisdom in a small-project strategy 

nonetheless.  If the JOBS Act SEC rulings limit unaccrediteds to around $5,000 

maximum investments per company,53 a strategy of many smaller projects may be 

at a funding advantage over fewer large projects; or at least be closer to par, 

factoring in large Wall Street, pension fund, and wealthy individual investors 

financing large projects; versus smaller projects now being able to fund with small 

investments from unaccrediteds.  Any size project will have the opportunity to 

accept small investments, thus large and small companies may soon be competing 

                                                      
52 Or large investors, for that matter. 
53 Remember, maximum allowed investments from unaccrediteds could realistically range from 
$2,000 to about $20,000 depending on annual income levels. 
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for the same unaccredited investors, but greater feasibility naturally lies in projects 

with smaller capital requirements given both the results discussed herein and the 

likely small investment cap per company.   

 Each project would be its own company, typically a Limited Liability 

Company (LLC) that owns the project with the developer as the managing member 

of the LLC, thus allowing an unaccredited investor who would like to invest only 

$25,000 in real estate to place five separate $5,000 investments in five different 

projects, essentially 5 different companies.  This hypothetical unaccredited investor 

may not have had a real estate option in which to place that $25,000 before, given 

current or soon to be previous investment guidelines making it unfeasible for 

companies to accept as discussed previously.  

 This method also creates opportunities for diversification into different asset 

classes within real estate, benefiting both the investor and the development firm.  

By allowing the developer to possibly acquire more projects, an equity 

crowdfunding model would make it possible to more easily diversify into different 

asset classes, hedging risk amongst the usually varying cycles of different markets, 

in turn providing diversified investments for the investors, reducing their overall 

risk.  The unaccredited $25,000 investor does not have all his or her eggs in one 

basket, especially prudent as that may be a rather large investment for the 

individual.54 

                                                      
54 It is worth noting that I suggest a firm adhere to its competitive advantages, not pursuing different 
markets only for the sake of diversifying.  It ought to still stick to what it does best, diversifying 
within those limits, yet still expanding as it innovates. 
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 An interesting corollary that follows from targeting small projects is the 

likelihood of less risk due to public disfavor.  Any smart property owner or 

developer knows how important it is to work with your neighbors when creating 

any impact to the local community.  To be fair, there are certain advantages to large 

projects sometimes when public agencies agree to development agreements 

resulting in lower fees per unit,55 but larger developments are more likely to grab 

the attention of anyone that may be opposed, even bringing in activist groups from 

outside the community to garner opposition.  This puts pressure on the city council 

and planning groups to disapprove the project or require stringent, costly 

conditions of approval and delays projects for months or years at a time during all 

the back and forth between developer and agencies.  On smaller projects, the 

developer is typically affecting a smaller portion of the community.  Thus, it 

becomes easier to sit down with any concerned parties, hash out any differences, 

and accommodate the wants of those affected by the project.  In other words, it is 

much easier to meet the needs of a few than that of many.  An approach that 

prevents roadblocks in the approval process greatly reduces risk, time, and money. 

 Developers in the past have, for good reason, fought tooth-and-nail with 

municipalities, community groups, agencies, etc.; but Government really is Porter’s 

Sixth Force,56 in my opinion, and sometimes you just have to bend to the rules in 

                                                      
55 Larger developments can bring a lot of revenue to the city, agencies, etc., so agreements are 
sometimes made lowering fees for projects that agencies will approve in order to make the project 
more feasible for the developer, essentially creating a win-win situation (of course, that is a matter of 
opinion).  On the flip side, this advantage is sometimes not feasible in top-notch markets like big 
cities, coastal regions (in California), etc.; actually giving credence to the smaller-project strategy. 
56 Porter’s 5 forces on companies are the threat of new entrants, the bargaining power of customers, 
the bargaining power of suppliers, the threat of substitute products, and competitive rivalry within 
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order to, whether you agree with them or not, improve communities and produce a 

significant return at the same time.  Many may believe that laws affecting 

development have infringed upon property rights, but that is an argument for 

another day.  From the perspective of creating a profitable real estate development 

company that creates, improves, develops, and redevelops desirable communities, 

when one door is shut by new laws or changes in zoning and agency attitude; other 

opportunities may arise.  Hence, the opportunities to target and acquire small, infill 

developments in mixed-use/urban corridors that have been up-zoned in recent 

years. 

 

Understandability of Investment Opportunities 

 The one investment type listed in Q8 that unaccrediteds did respond to more 

enthusiastically than accrediteds was condominium flips, although I am not sure if I 

can draw any conclusions from this difference other than it may show that 

unaccrediteds will invest in something they can picture rather than from a pure 

investment standpoint.  If that is so, there is hope in the crowdfunding of small 

commercial and mixed-use urban locations as I had hypothesized, something we 

will revisit later in the “Investing Locally Matters” discussion. 

 Projects with less complicated issues can be easier to explain to investors.  

Certain developments may potentially be profitable yet have quite a few issues that 

take a level of business experience and expertise to understand.  Those issues may 

take time to explain to potential investors, possibly making it tough to prove as a 

                                                                                                                                                               
the industry.  These forces are a way of describing threats to a company’s competitiveness.  
Government has recently been added as a sixth force. 
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worthy investment to enough small investors.  In general, smaller developments will 

make more sense to any investor, especially unaccrediteds or those less savvy in 

real estate, which plays into the small-project discussion so far.  Regardless of my 

conclusions on investor types to target for different project types and size, any firm 

using an online equity crowdfunding model will likely have to consider the 

understandability of the investment, especially in the startup phases of the company 

and given the relative novelty of this online crowdfunding model as an investment 

channel for real estate. 

 The developer may get to a point where investors have a level of awareness 

about the firm’s capabilities, trusting its ability to take down the project at hand 

with less questioning of the investment outlook, but for the purposes of this thesis 

we will focus on the investments and the investors.  An equity partner is investing in 

the capabilities of the development firm as much as in the potential value in the 

investment, but this study is focusing on the capital raising model, assuming the 

developer already possesses competencies in the projects it is pursuing. 

 

Taking a Step Back 

 Questions 5 and 6 (Q5, Q6) were designed to create an overall understanding 

of attitudes toward investing in real estate.  It is important to know where the 

respondents generally stood when gauging receptiveness to an online crowdfunding 

model.  In other words, some lack of receptivity to the model may be more from lack 

of interest in real estate investing than in the model itself, and vice versa.  Q’s 5 and 

6 can give a measurement of confidence in real estate in the near and long term and 
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help account for an up or down state of the economy and real estate markets.  They 

ought also to demonstrate opportunities that may lie in winning potential investors 

over into real estate with a hopefully easy-to-use crowdfunding model, especially 

for those small, unaccrediteds who figure they will have to wait years before 

accumulating enough wealth to invest in real estate.  The Q5 and Q6 data will help 

corroborate and build upon the findings found primarily in the Q8 responses thus 

far that handled specific receptiveness to an online real estate crowdfunding model.  

It is like adding another piece of the puzzle to arrive at a clearer picture of what a 

successful online real estate crowdfunding strategy might look like. 

 I began the Q5 and 6 discussion earlier with respect to accredited investors, 

so I will reveal the results of the entire sample and unaccrediteds here to arrive a 

more complete conclusion.  45.9% of respondents said they would be somewhat or 

very likely to invest in real estate over the next year, 68.0% reporting expecting to 

do so over the next 2-5 years (Figure 9, Appendix A-III).  This increase in likely 

investment from the near to the long term is expected as the economy and real 

estate markets themselves are expected to improve.  Even at the low end of the 

margin of error, these numbers become 36.3% and 58.3%, respectively.57  This 

creates an overall picture of expected real estate investment by at least one-third to 

one-half of individuals represented in my survey.58   

 First of all, that presents a significant portion of the population as potential 

investors, if the right projects are offered using the right marketing approach as will 

                                                      
57 45.9% - 9.6% = 36.3% (9.6 = 1/√109).  68.0% - 9.7% = 58.3% (9.7 = 1/106). 
58 Limitations as to demographics of the survey group were discussed in Chapter 1. 
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become more clear by the end of this discussion and my conclusions that follow in 

the next chapter.    

  

 

 Secondly, the data regarding specific project and investor types, particularly 

from the Q8 data but elsewhere in my breakdowns by accredited/unaccredited, etc. 

as well; ought to be viewed in light of these numbers.  For instance, remember that 

about 50.9%, or 41.1% at the low end of the margin of error, of respondents said 

they would invest in residential development through an online equity 

crowdfunding model (Q8).  If at least a third to a half of respondents are potential 

investors (Figure 9, Q5), then we might be able to say that almost every, or close to 

90-100% of potential investors would consider investment in residential 

investment.59  “Potential investor”, that is, as opposed to those not interested in real 

estate investment at all (or not sure) per Q5.  Whereas, 20-30%60 of respondents 

                                                      
59 My logic here is that 45.9% to 68.0% reported a likelihood of investment in real estate in the near 
to long term in Q5 (Figure 9), thus defining themselves as potential investors.  Yet 50.9% of 
respondents also reported interest specifically in residential development through an online equity 
crowdfunding model in Q8.  Therefore, of those “potential investors”, just about every one would 
theoretically consider investing through this funding model at some point. 
60 About 30% reported so in the survey.  20% is about the low end of the margin of error at a 95% 
confidence level. 

Figure 9: Q5, Entire Sample - 113 Responses Figure 10: Q6, Entire Sample - 113 Responses 
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reported interest in industrial development (Q8, Appendix A-IV, V), so we might be 

able to say roughly two-thirds of potential investors61 would invest in industrial 

development within a year or so, as 20-30% is around two-thirds of 36.3-45.9% of 

potential investors reporting a likelihood of investment over the next year in Q5.  

The same line of thinking can then be applied down the line to other asset classes 

and be deconstructed into different investor types, such as accredited or 

unaccredited investors.   

 However, moving to Q6 (Figure 10, Appendix A-III), we see that 20.2% 

reported expected investment in commercial real estate (CRE) over the next year 

and 32.3% over the next 2-5 years, with about a 10-point margin of error.  Here, 

again, I might infer that if an individual is a potential CRE investor, then they are 

likely interested in crowdfunding an industrial development specifically as well.  

This could also be the case for office development, for example, which had equity 

crowdfunding interest from about 26% of total respondents (Q8).  Thus, most 

potential CRE investors would invest some amount in office development.62  The 

odds of attaining larger investments generally decrease as the investment amounts 

get larger, however. 

 Some points of possible confusion should be clarified.  The 20.2% reporting 

as potential CRE investors in Q6 does not seem to line up with the 30% or so who 

reported interest in industrial development in Q8.  Yet, it does make more sense 

                                                      
61 To be more clear, by potential investor I mean those who reported interest in real estate 
investment per Q’s 5 and 6 by answering “somewhat likely” or “very likely”. 
62 Worst case may be 16%, roughly the low end of the margin of error for office development (Q8, 
Appendix A-IV, V), out of about 30%, roughly the high end of the margin of error for CRE investment 
over the next year (Q6, Appendix A-III), or over 50% (16/30 is over 50%), so I can say “most”. 
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when looking at the 32.3% of potential CRE investors over the longer term of 2-5 

years.  Variables such as wording of the questions, taking time into account as in Q’s 

5 and 6, and just understanding whether industrial properties typically fall under 

the greater classification of commercial, must be taken into account.  When 

considering the economic situation at the time of this study, the more specific data 

regarding the equity crowdfunding model may be artificially adjusted up or down to 

fit varying economic circumstances as a result of the general view created here by 

my study of Q’s 5, 6, and 7.  In other words, attitudes towards real estate investment 

may be different because of different market conditions at different times.   

 The primary applicability of this data and discussion would be in forming the 

targeted marketing approach I am developing with this study (see Conclusions in 

Chapter 5).  For instance, under the reasonable assumption that one can target CRE 

investors somehow, the likelihood of reaching enough investors through an online 

equity crowdfunding model for the development of an industrial facility can be 

estimated as my data shows that just about every CRE investor might consider 

industrial development and that the odds of reaching CRE investors randomly is a 

certain percentage.  Targeting CRE investors specifically would increase those odds.  

Then again, this hypothetical example may or may not work in practice, considering 

the generally large capital needs of industrial developments and the inherent lean 

towards smaller projects of equity crowdfunding;63 but I have made my point as the 

                                                      
63 The “odds” of randomly finding those who would invest over $100,000 in an industrial 
development project through an online equity crowdfunding platform, for instance, are only a 2-3% 
chance plus or minus about a 10-point margin of error (Q8, Appendix A-IV, V).  In other words, more 
of a face-to-face, personalized approach may still work best for larger, commercial projects. 
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idea can be applied to other asset classes such as single-family home development, 

multifamily, retail, etc. that can possibly have smaller equity needs more often. 

 Equity crowdfunding of residential developments looks much more feasible 

as we look at Q6 (Figure 10).  43.7% of all respondents reported a expected 

investment in residential real estate over the next year and 75.5% expected to do so 

over the next 2-5 years, each measure having a 9.9-point margin of error.  Therefore, 

the interest is there.  The two primary hurdles will be navigating the boundaries set 

by SEC rulings on crowdfunding and receptiveness to investing in real estate 

through an online crowdfunding model as discussed in detail earlier. 

 

Focusing on Unaccredited Investors 

 I went into detail on accredited investors at the beginning of this discussion 

for reasons previously mentioned such as the need to affirm the likelihood of at least 

certain projects being funded with only accrediteds through an online equity 

crowdfunding model.  However, it is important to realize that almost three quarters 

of my data was from unaccredited investors.  This can be construed as good or bad, 

but I think it just is what it is.  In other words, I only need to consider that the “entire 

sample” data is bent towards unaccrediteds when drawing any conclusions.  For one, 

it confirms the obvious that there are many more unaccredited than accredited 

investors in the general population, and thus a targeted marketing approach will 

have to take that into account.  This ought to seem obvious, but it is worth stating as 

this means that about 64.9% - 83.7% of a random sample will be unaccredited and 
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13.4% - 34.2% will be accredited investors.64  Based on my review of current 

literature, I would assume that those percentages tend towards the higher and 

lower ends of the extremes for unaccrediteds and accrediteds, respectively.  But 

also, from a purely statistical standpoint the unaccredited data is more precise so it 

has made sense to spend some time here and return to it once again. 

 When comparing unaccredited answers to Q5 in Figure 11 with those of 

accredited investors (Figure 5, Appendix C-I), as much as twenty-point differences 

exist between unaccrediteds’ and accrediteds’ likelihood of real estate investment in 

the near and long term.  Even when accounting for statistical error, the low extreme 

of expected investment this year by accrediteds is higher than that of unaccredited 

investors.  Expected investment over the next 2-5 years is much closer to par as 

unaccredited investors show a much larger jump in expected real estate investment 

over the longer term.  I would infer that this is more likely the result of more 

realistic expectations on the part of accrediteds, but also the fact that a greater 

percentage of accredited investors are already apparently investing so there are less 

to “add to the ranks”, so to speak.  More importantly, it shows that unaccrediteds are 

very much looking forward to increasing their real estate holdings in greater amounts, 

especially when considering the Q6 data (Figure 12, Appendix B-II).  The jump in 

expected investment amounts by unaccredited investors is quite significant, 

especially for residential (Figure 12).  If this excitement about future real estate 

investment can be harnessed by an equity crowdfunding model, seemingly quite 

                                                      
64 There is approximately a 9.4-point margin of error at a 95% confidence level for the entire sample 
of 113 respondents (9.4 = 1/√113).  84 unaccrediteds out of 113 total is 74.3%, plus or minus 9.4 
leads to a range of 64.9-84.7%.  28 accrediteds out of 113 is 24.8%, providing a range of 13.4-34.2%. 
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feasible given my discussion in light of Q8 above, a recipe for a successful funding 

model may have been found. 

 

  

 These responses from unaccredited investors may be “wants” rather than 

true expectations.  Although both scenarios are positive for the viability of an equity 

crowdfunding strategy.  On the one hand, this model can provide an outlet for those 

who would like to invest in real estate but just do not have large enough sums do so 

through most channels.  On the other hand, if unaccrediteds’ high expectations of 

their future real estate investment are accurate, then that is all the better. 

 

Investing Through Online Platforms & “Alternative” Investments 

 Question 7 (Q7) further helps establish where opportunities lie in an online 

real estate crowdfunding model by eliciting responses to current online investing 

channels for stocks and bonds.  By measuring receptivity to investing online through 

common channels such as E*Trade, Scottrade, etc.; generalities can be made about 

using online an online channel as an investment tool.  As with responses to Q5 and 

Figure 11: Q5, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses Figure 12: Q6, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses 
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Q6, the Q7 data can be compared to the rest of the survey, emphasizing the Q8 data, 

adding another piece to the framework. 

 

 

 Upon first look at the Q7 data for the entire sample (Figure 13, Appendix A-

IV), receptiveness to an online crowdfunding platform looks rather poor at only 

15.9% (6.2% at the low end of the margin of error65) reporting a likelihood of doing 

so and 43.9% saying they are “very unlikely” to.  However, and it is a big however, 

the data I have discussed thus far says otherwise and the Q7 data shows room for 

more positivity.  First of all, 28%66 of respondents said they were “not sure”.  On top 

of this, 51.4%67 reported being “somewhat” or “very likely” to invest in stocks or 

bonds through an online platform like E*Trade or Scottrade.  I view this 51.4% as 

potential investors in an online equity crowdfunding model as these investors have 

proven their receptivity to investing online generally.  The next step would be to 

convince them of the validity of do so in real estate investments.  Additionally, 

                                                      
65 9.7-point margin of error for this answer choice, having 107 responses. 
66 Or 17.3% - 37.7%, using the 9.7-point margin of error. 
67 At a 9.8-point margin of error (105 responses to this answer choice). 

Figure 13: Q7, Entire Sample - 113 Responses 
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51.0%68 or respondents reported being “somewhat likely” or “very likely” to invest 

in something other than stocks and bonds over the next 1-3 years, plus 24% said 

they were “not sure”.  This represents a significant population that could be “won 

over” to investment in real estate, hopefully through an online equity crowdfunding 

model. 

 The unaccredited data in Figure 14 (Appendix B-II) below is pretty close to 

the “entire sample” data as the entire sample is biased somewhat towards 

unaccrediteds, remember.  The large percentage of accrediteds (50.0%, Figure 15, 

Appendix C-II) responding as “very likely” to invest in equities through E*Trade-like 

platforms is very encouraging; and even though a small percentage of accrediteds 

said they would invest in real estate through an online platform, 40.7%69 said they 

were “not sure”, leaving the door quite open to a real estate crowdfunding model. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
68 At a 9.8-point margin of error (104 responses to this answer choice). 
69 Worst case 20.5% at the low end of the 19.2-point margin of error (27 responses to this answer 
choice). 

Figure 14: Q7, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses Figure 15: Q7, Accredited Investors - 28 Responses 
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Investing Locally Matters 

 Figure 16 (Appendix A-VI) shows a measure of the entire sample’s desire to 

invest locally in real estate projects, Question 9 (Q9).  Significant portions of 

respondents .  Interestingly, city and county limits were the most important factors 

in making a local investment for this sample, but the difference with other answer 

choices was within the margin of error.  Q9 was only presented in general terms as 

well, so it is possible that certain project types may garner more local investment.  I 

can only speculate, but I would assume that a small retail location, for instance, 

would attract local investment more so at the community level, whereas an office 

building in a prominent location downtown may attract local investment from the 

city, county, or even regional or state level.   I would also guess that single-family 

and multifamily development would generally attract local interest at the city and 

county level as well.  Nonetheless, the most significant information from Q9 is that 

investing locally does matter. 

 

 

 It is also noteworthy that accredited investors (Figure 18, Appendix C-IV) 

reported much greater interest in local investment than their unaccredited 

Figure 16: Q9, Entire Sample - 113 Responses 
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counterparts (Figure 17, Appendix B-IV).  The margin of error is much larger at 

around 20 points as opposed to the unaccredited margin of error of about 11.5 

points, so it is tough to speculate much further.  This apparent difference will have 

to how things play out in reality or be left to further research.  If the data is a good 

measure, however, then it may be because accrediteds have a larger stake in their 

community, both at the local and national level. 

 

 

 

Taking Age into Account  

  Figures 19 and 20 showed older unaccredited investors to be more willing to 

invest in real estate across the board through an online equity crowdfunding model.  

Figure 21 is shown for reference, but there were so few accredited respondents 

under the age of 35 that this data is inconclusive.  Figure 22 does show accrediteds 

over 35 to be more willing to invest than unaccrediteds over 35.  Overall, age is not 

as significant a factor as wealth and income, meaning the discussion on 

unaccredited versus accredited investors is much more conclusive. 

 

Figure 17: Q8, Unaccredited Investors Under 35 Years of 
Age - 53 Responses 

Figure 18: Q8, Unaccredited Investors 35 Years of Age & Up  
29 Responses 
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Are Homeowners a Different Investor Type? 

 This sample showed homeowners (Figures 23 and 24, Appendix E-I) to be 

more likely to invest in an online equity crowdfunding model across each asset class 

listed than those that do not own their primary residence (Figures 25 and 26, 

Appendix F-I).  The differences between the two potential-investor types are within 

Figure 19: Q8, Unaccredited Investors Under 35 Years of 
Age - 53 Responses 

Figure 21: Q8, Accredited Investors Under 35 Years of Age  
7 Responses 

Figure 20: Q8, Unaccredited Investors 35 Years of Age & Up  
29 Responses 

 

Figure 22: Q8, Accredited Investors 35 Years of Age & Up  
21 Responses 
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or at least close to the margin of error for each answer choice, however.70  It is 

therefore tough to draw any significant conclusions from Q8. 

 

 

 

 

 The information I thought might be most important would be attitudes on 

local investment for homeowners versus non-homeowners (i.e. renters).  I 

hypothesized that homeowners may feel a bigger stake in their local communities, 

likely planning on living in the area longer than a renter, so they may be more likely 

to want a say in developments nearby.  Homeowners did not show greater interest 

in local investment (Figures 27 and 28, Appendix E-I, F-I), and interestingly the 

                                                      
70 The margin of error for 50 respondents is about 14 points, for instance. 

Figure 23: Q8, Own Primary Residence  
(Percentages shown) - 54 Responses 

Figure 24: Q8, Own Primary Residence - 54 Responses 
 

Figure 25: Q8, Do NOT Own Primary Residence 
(Percentages shown) - 58 Responses 

Figure 26: Q8, Do NOT Own Primary Residence - 58 Responses 
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discrepancies seemed to grow greater as the area was expanded to the larger 

community such as investing within the state or just within the country.  A reason 

for this may have been that non-homeowners were imagining their eventual home 

purchase when answering this question, which could account for some of the want 

to invest locally more than existing homeowners.  I would say that it could be age as 

older people are more likely to have purchased a home, but my data actually 

showed people over the age of 35 to be more willing to invest through this model 

than those under 35 (See last section) and the Q9 data when broken down by age 

was inconclusive (Figures 29 and 30).  Nonetheless, it is worth keeping in mind that 

homeownership and rentership may be indicators of real estate investing activities. 

 I can only speculate and yet again most of the differences are within the 14 to 

15-point margin of error.  Further research might have to be conducted.  Qualities 

that many homeowners possess, if different from renters, could be a starting point. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Q9, Own Primary Residence - 54 Responses Figure 28: Q9, Do NOT Own Primary Residence - 58 Responses 
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Those That Do Not Own Real Estate Are Potential Investors 

 Figures 30 and 31 (Appendix D-I) demonstrate that individuals with no 

current real estate investments are interested in making their first investments 

through an online equity crowdfunding platform.  This is very significant because not 

only ought new crowdfunding legislation open up solicitation of real estate investment 

opportunities to the vast pool of unaccredited investors, but it will now create an 

opportunity for individuals to make their first real estate investments in small 

increments.  These new real estate investors can diversify their portfolios, however 

small or large they may be, into real estate and diversify amongst the different asset 

classes of real estate itself.   

 The percentages report these potential new investors to be less likely than 

existing property owners to invest, but the sample size is small so it is difficult to 

compare the data to the entire sample much further.  The data does show single-

family home developments, multifamily, and single-family and condominium flips to 

be the most logical opportunities to offer these individuals.  This makes sense as 

Figure 29: Q9, Unaccredited Investors Under Age 35  
53 Responses 

Figure 30: Q9, Unaccredited Investors Over Age 35  
29 Responses 
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new investors are likely to be less savvy in real estate investment and/or just 

hesitant to jump into real estate, so these project types may be easier to 

conceptualize. 

 

 

 

A Look at Commercial Projects 

 I have generally focused on residential developments and multifamily (which 

may technically be considered commercial real estate but can justifiably be called 

residential by laymen) so far because survey respondents showed the most 

enthusiasm in those investment choices.  I have more experience on the residential 

side, myself, so it has been natural to discuss the results in this regard.   

 Another logical reason for discussing the results mostly in terms of 

residential developments is my focus on a funding strategy for a small development 

firm, differentiating itself as an alternative investment choice to public builder 

stocks and REIT’s.  Investments in public builder stocks can be just as much an 

investment in real estate (with an emphasis on housing) as it is in a number of other 

factors such as materials prices, the company, and the stock market itself.  Whereas, 

Figure 30: Q8, No RE Investments but Would Like To 
28 Responses 

Figure 31: Q8, No RE Investments and Do Plan to Anytime Soon  
15 Responses 
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even though investment in individual projects with a development firm does rely on 

the company’s development capabilities, it is much more of an investment in the 

real estate asset.  Investing with a small developer in individual projects also 

accounts for local real estate trends more than national trends, despite the fact that 

real estate trends are so localized.  REIT’s can also offer small investment 

opportunities in real estate, yet the investments are generally large commercial 

properties of various types; thus demonstrating a possible need to focus on 

residential development with this crowdfunding model.  Note, however, that many 

REIT’s invest in large multifamily developments.  A point of differentiation with this 

crowdfunding strategy when pursuing small multifamily developments would be 

the opportunity for much larger returns than with REIT investments.71 

 

For-Sale vs. Income-Producing Properties 

 I have also explored thus far real estate projects mostly in terms of “for-

sale”72 opportunities, rather than buy-and-hold income-property opportunities.  

Many of the points I have made, especially regarding the feasibility and efficiency of 

funding certain projects, are generally applicable whether the opportunities are for-

sale or income producing.   

 The highest and best use of the property is essential to determining the value 

of a property at any stage of development, but in one sense the end use has no other 

relevance than in determining the value of a project if it is to be sold at a phase 

                                                      
71 Find proof of this with some average, expected returns on investment in multifamily REIT’s vs. 
expected returns with development with a small developer with this crowdfunding strategy. 
72 I.e. Development of homes for sale versus, for instance, development of apartments for rent as the 
end use, or even single-family flips that are buy-and-hold/rent situations for sale at a later date. 
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before that end use has been built.  The investors still make their return on a project 

that will be sold because the entire project or portions thereof are for sale, even if 

the end use is an income producing property.  The buyer (another builder or 

developer) may then choose, in a multifamily development for example, to develop 

condominiums for sale or apartments for rent; but that end use was only taken into 

consideration by the investors in terms of project value and what return they could 

make on the development.  Therefore, regardless of whether a “for-sale” or income-

producing property is the end product, a judgment can be made by the developer 

concerning the most optimal funding strategy and what investor type to pursue based 

on the conclusions of this research about different project types. 

 On the other hand, if the prospectus for a project is to take it all the way to 

build-out of the end product, it is important for the investors to take into account 

whether the strategy is to sell the end products, rent them out, or some combination 

that may even involve sale or leasing as a back-up option.  One option may be more 

favorable yet the other option may have to be pursued as a contingency because of 

unforeseen market conditions making it necessary.  This can affect the investment 

period, returns, risk, etc.  Some investors may want a return of and on their 

investment within a certain period, whereas others may be looking for an income-

producing dividend-like situation offering a share of rental income each month.  The 

for-rent/income-producing option can create a multitude of investment scenarios 

beyond the scope of this study, however, so I will leave the discussion of this topic 

here.  The point I have discussed is the feasibility of raising equity funds for real 

estate projects through an online crowdfunding model.  Conclusions and 
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recommendations will be made in the next chapter with respect to investor types to 

target given project types a developer is pursuing and whether this model is 

applicable to said project types.  Specificity as to income streams, investment 

periods, etc. derived from the projects will be left for further research or to what 

occurs in practice.  Any development firm’s core competencies would be factored 

into such an analysis as well. 

 

Note on Investor Savviness 

 Question 10 was designed to gauge how savvy the respondents were about 

real estate, if at all possible.  Overall, accrediteds proved to be more knowledgeable 

of terms often used in real estate such as title report, income property, and 

annualized return.  Most respondents, regardless of wealth or income, seemed to 

understand basic investment terms such as interest rate and asset vs. liability.  Of 

course, it is tough to tell exactly how well respondents really understand these 

terms with only this question.  The bottom line here is that a significant part of a 

successful equity crowdfunding model may lie in presenting investment 

opportunities in an easy-to-understand format and may need include some sort of 

education in real estate development and transactions. 
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Figure 31: Q10, Unaccredited Investors - 84 Responses Figure 32: Q10, Accredited Investors -28 Responses 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions and Recommendations 

 It is feasible to develop an online equity crowdfunding model to serve as the 

investment channel for small, easy-to-understand, residential developments and 

some small commercial.  Any project in a developer’s pipeline ought to be posted for 

investment by the public, but the right investor types will have to be targeted.  

Projects over a certain size and of a certain type will generally have to be funded 

“the old fashioned way”, yet the online crowdfunding model can still be the mode of 

investment so that all projects are offered to the public.  My conclusions and 

recommendations are as follows. 

 

Conclusions  

• Equity crowdfunding of real estate developments is feasible in general. 

• Accredited investors are needed for equity needs of around $1 million or more.  

This is a very approximate amount.  Other factors, such as ????—give examples-- 

will have to be considered. 

• Larger projects can feasibly be funded by unaccrediteds if the equity needs are 

still small, made possible by higher debt to equity levels. 

• It is feasible to crowdfund small developments with equity needs of less than 

$500,000 with only unaccredited investors. 

• Online investment in equity crowdfunded developments is feasible. 

• Local, community-based investment is significant in general terms, but data as to 

how local (e.g. local community vs. within the investor’s city, state, national level, 

etc.) was inconclusive. 
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• Projects unfamiliar to less savvy, unaccredited investors such as most 

commercial projects (non-multifamily) and complicated land developments will 

need to be seeded by large accrediteds to act as a “quality filter”.  

• Easier to understand projects, especially small residential developments (even 

single-family home and condominium flips) will more efficiently raise capital 

from unaccredited investors through crowdfunding. 

• An online equity crowdfunding model will be a feasible way for individuals to 

diversify into real estate, even if they have no current real estate investments. 

• Renters (i.e. those that do not own their primary residence) are possibly more 

likely to take up real estate investment through an online equity crowdfunding 

model than existing homeowners. 

 

Recommendations 

 In this Age of Information and lower barriers to entry, businesses have to be 

able to adapt quickly to changing environments.  Whether large or small, there has 

to be an entrepreneurial spirit within the company or someone else will come up 

with a bigger, better, faster way of producing your product or service.  My initial 

recommendation is for the firm to first consider its own competencies in terms of 

development capabilities, marketing, and networking.  Firms will each have unique 

networks of potential investors and abilities to reach them or the general public.  

Thus, when anticipating whom to target with a potential real estate investment 

through an online crowdfunding platform, the firm ought to fit these 

recommendations to its own capabilities for more realistic expectations. 
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 The following recommendations assume the firm already has established a 

desired level of equity versus debt to be raised (i.e. leverage) for acquisition and/or 

development of the project: 

• Pursue an equity crowdfunding model. 

• Target large accredited investors (or angel groups) for any project over $1 

million in equity needs.  Accrediteds will also likely be needed to fill any funding 

needs over $500,000. 

• Target large accredited investors for commercial projects (non-multifamily) and 

any complicated land developments that less savvy, unaccredited investors may 

not understand as well. 

• Target unaccredited investors for easy-to-explain single-family home and 

multifamily developments with less than $1 million in equity needs, realizing 

that some accrediteds will likely be needed to round raises over $500,000. 

• Target local communities for investment, regardless of project type, except for 

larger projects that will likely require some large investments from accrediteds 

who may reside anywhere. 

• Tie up several investment opportunities at a time when targeting unaccredited 

investors so they can diversify their investments and have a greater overall 

investment in real estate, given probable maximum investments allowed by new 

SEC rulings per the JOBS Act. 

• Develop an online model of direct investment into projects. 
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• Network with angel investor communities, both online and locally, so their 

attention can be directed to new projects as soon as they are posted to your 

investing platform. 

• Partner with a funding portal, broker-dealer, or equivalent to comply with 

FINRA and SEC guidelines unless the firm already has capabilities to accept 

investment funds in-house (further exploration of legal compliance may be 

necessary).  This may be needed to minimize liability.  Further research on legal 

aspects of crowdfunding will have to be done. 

 

Recommendations for Further Research 

 As the results of my research led to rather high-level conclusions and 

recommendations, I suggest more in depth analysis of specific asset classes, maybe 

focusing on certain geographical regions. 

 An analysis of optimal debt vs. equity levels for specific project types and 

times in the economic cycle could be valuable.  This study focused only on raising 

equity, assuming some debt level may often exist but is not always necessary.  It is 

definitely worth pursuing a study of how much a streamlined equity crowdfunding 

model saves the developer in return for a smaller share of the pie (i.e., giving up 

more equity to investors) and less debt risk.  I would love to see further possibilities 

in debt crowdfunding. 

 There may also be possibilities in rewards or perks-based crowdfunding in 

real estate development and investing, very much the way Kickstarter is set up.  For 

instance, could “investors” just be offered a home at the end of a residential 
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development if they invest a certain amount?  Is that even feasible?  This may avoid 

public offering laws altogether.  I anticipate that a purely rewards-based real estate 

crowdfunding model would require much thought and innovation.  I would love to 

see it pursued. 

 A concern of mine is that a problem with this model may lie in showing 

enough information to the public to prove the project is worth investing in without 

giving away too much of our “brains” or any proprietary information that would not 

circulate as fast amongst a few individual investors or lenders.  Some collaboration 

and sharing of information with the public about our methods, projects, findings, 

etc. is a good thing for society in general, and there are ever increasing examples of 

the success in collaborative efforts.  But some there may be a line that needs to be 

considered as to what information ought to be kept proprietary and what ought to 

be made public. 

 

Next Steps 

 The next step would be to determine feasibility of specific project types and 

actually forecast individual projects for profitability.  These are questions for further 

research left unanswered by this study: 

• How might outcomes of such a model be quantified? 

• …in terms of Return on Investment, Return on Equity, etc. 

• How will I know that the model is successful?   …Just by the fact the firm makes 

money, or how profitable ought it be?  How is success quantified?  Can it be 

quantified? 
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• I assume the firm should have a good feeling of how well the model works in 

practice by comparing returns with other firms in the industry and with past 

projects. 

• What is this model’s scalability? 

 

This study, however, presents a basic model for funding real estate development 

that could have many beneficial implications for development and investment firms, 

investors, individual communities, and the overall economy.  It is applicable to 

various strategies and methods of implementation. 
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